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AIISTKACT 
This qunlitali\'c study uses an existing hody of dat:J Ucrivcd from 
weekly art therapy group~ conducted as part of a trc;llmcnt 
f1rogrammc HI a mcdicnl dctn.xification facility. The design for this 
study relics on phcnorncnological :md heuristic models of research. 
Previous art thcmpy rcscurchcrs have suggested rhc recurrence of 
themes in the art work of particular client groups. This study 
examines themes !)rcviously nhscn·cd in the art of suhslancc abusers 
which arc also orcscnt in !he currcm dala as well as additional 
themes !ha! emerged in this stud~. These additional themes include 
!he sun. !he island paradise. !he _iournc\. cross roads and split-self 
images. These themes arc examined in the light of a number of 
lhcrapcu!ic models for change and in terms of !he myth of !he hero\ 
jnurnc~. An outline is propost.·d for a scn~s of groups hascd nn the 
hero's journey to he used with sulhtancc 1111:mscr' Jll rcccwcr~. 
ldc.ntifying the characteristics of the work produced h~ substance 
abusers. in !he early stages or their rcco,·erics. can he a ,·aluablc aid 
for those who work with such clients in an thcraO\ or . .;uhstancc usc 
counselling. The images produced mm· ~in: some indi<.·ation of thl· 
clicnl's progress and in turn an indic:uum of how cffcctin; tht~ 
intervention strategies ha\'c hccn. 
" 
I rcnify 1ha1 lhis 1hcsis docs nol incor!'oralc wilhoul 
acknowlcgcmcnt an~ material prc\'iousl~ suhmlttcd for a 
dc~rcc or diploma in any institution of hrghcr education: 
and 1ha11n lhc he<! of rny knowledge and hclicf il docs n01 
contain ;:m~ material !>re,·iousl~ !luhfi..,hcd or wriucn hy 
another !lCTsnn C\t.-cpt where due n:fercncc r...: made in the 
IC\1. 
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EDITH COWAN IINJVEKSITY 
l lse of Theses 
This copy is the property of the Edith Co\\' an l lniversity. Ho\\'c\-cr the 
literary rights of the author must also he respected. If any passage from 
this thesis is quoted or closely paraphrased in a paper or wriHcn work 
prepared hy the user. the source of the passage ius! he acknowled¥cd in 
the work. If the user desires to puhlish a paper or 1\'ritten work 
containing r'assagcs copied or clnscl\- naraphrascd from thrs thesis. 
which !)assagcs would in total constillllc an infrirH:!int' cop~ for the 
purposes of the ( "np~ right Act. he nr -.he must first ohtarn the \\ rntcn 
~crrnission of the author to do so. 
INTKOilllCTI<lN 
J)ESCKII'TION ANil EVOLUTION OF TilE QUESTION 
This study is hascd on art work prmJuccd during routine tlfl 
therapy groups conducleu alan alcohol and drug detoxificalion facilily. 
The Central Dru~ llnit is a facili1y provided hy !he Wcslcrn Auslralian 
Alcohol anu Drug Authorily in Perth: il caters for adull suhslancc 
depcndem people. ,\Jcdieally supcn·iscd uctoxification is provided 
along with some rounsclling and group work. The Unit offers an 
interface between Uctu.xifirution and long term rehabilitation. This 
sludy is basctl on material gathcrctl during an therapy groups run as 
part of the fourteen Uay programme. Permission to usc the art work 
produced in the an therapy 11roups for !he purposes of this swuy was 
gi,·cn by the facilily anu hy !he participants inmhcd (t\ppcndi\ I J. 
Defining the Uw:stron 
Adtliction is a prohlcrn of enormous proportion In our culture 
(Chickernco.l990. p.6l. and is becoming incrc:Lsingly so as societal anu 
economic pressures place mnn: tlcnmnJs on the lllt.Ji\·itlual. There an: a 
number of theories ahout addirtinn and aht•ut its treatment Y c..'l. as 
Jerome D. I.e,-in. a therapist and wrilcr whn hascs his stmJu:s 111 lhl' 
area ofaddiclion on the work of self ps~dwlo~isl Heinl Kohu1. sa~s. 
"either nobody knows what il is or c\'CI}htldy knows whm il is. hu1 the~ 
just don't agree" ( 1987. p. ~I). Howc\·cr. researchers in the area of 
addiction do concur that those who arc addicted often nccu help lm\;lrU' 
reco\'ef)'. Art lherapy can help In l:•cilitalc the rehabilitation of 
substance abusers (Allen. 1985. Hurkc. 19851. t\nthcrapi't NmK~ 
Chickcrneo ( 1990. p.6) makes the poilU that art-making and art thcr.1py 
ha\'C been :1 conscious p.:ut of the rcco\'cry prtlCcss for some: pcupk. 
2 
The approach 10 rccol'cry employed at the facility where this 
research was conducted is that described hy social learning theory 
(Miller & Mastria. 197H). This approach allows for a rnulii-diseiplinary 
approach to treatment. which includes art therapy. The social/earning 
model considers that different Ire trncnt approaches suit individuals 
more or Jess. Consequently. treatment is conducted within the context 
of a mullidisciplinary team and clients arc e.xposed to a number of 
different styles. Further rehabilitation is decided upon in consideration 
of the indi,·idual's choice and in the light of advice from the treatment 
team. 
Within this context. weekly art therapy groups .were conducted 
for all clients. Alihou2h the clients onlv allendcd two or three of the 
- . 
weeki~ art therapy groups. it seemed that :.1 number of similar themes 
recurred wht·n the~ ''ere ••~k~U to Jc'\crihc their feelings and their 
siUJations graphical!~. This lead hllhc n~sl·arch qucsllon for tlu_.;, ~rud~: 
"'Arc lhcrc common lhcmcs or images in the art work of suhstarKc 
dependent people ia the early stages of rcccwery'!" 
Definition of Terms 
The themes am.l imagcrv mentioned HI the ahO\'C yucstion refer tn the 
form and contcnl of the art "ork. In the case of this hod~ nf dar a the 
art work includes the graphic images produced during the art thcmpy 
groups. The term chemical dcpcndcllt is used to d<-scribc a person who 
has a medical!) diagnosed JlS)Chnlngical and physi<·al dependence "n a 
chemical. Earh sla~cs of rccO\"Cr,\ refers. in I his lhc."il~. In :1 Jlt.•riot.l of 
approximately fourtt..-cn days from a pcrsnn's admission fnr 
detoxification from the suhstanee they depended on. lo his nr her 
discharge in a sober slate loa longer lcrm rchahililalicJn pru~mmnu:. 
.l 
LIH:RATURE REVIEW 
I ntroUuction 
This section indudcs an exploration of some dclinitions of 
addiction which hare rclc\'ancc to the analysis of the art work to be 
examined here. lnilially I will look al 1hc 1rea1men1 selling in which lhc 
art therapy groups were conducted. The rt:\'icw is limited to the area 
of chemical addiclion hccause lhe facilily from which 1hc arl work was 
collecled deal! only wilh people who wished 10 dc1oxify from lhc 
chemicals lhcy had been abusing. The rc,·icw concludes wilh a 
discussion of 1hc usc of arl 1herapy in lfcaling chemical dependence. 
Addiclion 
There arc a number of Ucfinitions of addiction and consequently 
a \ariel~ of moOds for undcrstanJing anU tn:atin~ the problem of 
dcpcndcnl suhslallL'C usc .. l.hcsc mt){)cl-'> ha\ l' Jl.'' clt•JlCd <,,-cr llllll" ant.lt<) 
a lar!!C c\tcnt han: arisen our of socicl\ \ l·han~in!! hclid~'i ahuul thl" 
... . ~ . 
individual's responsibilily for his or her em n "ellare. Ralhcr I han one 
model replacing another. lhcy hau: been lanJ tn cr cat.:h 01hcr so that the 
\·cstigcs of prc\·ious models remain. Conscqucnlly dislinclions between 
them arc nflcn somcwh:11 arhitrar~ and \Jcpl·ndcnt upon the \ IC\\ ptunl 
of lhe observer. 
Ahhough early im·csligalions inlo suhslancc abuse and 1hcories 
rclaling 10 dependence ha,·e focused on alcohoL Kandel an.J ,\lalniT 
( 1983) dcs.:ribc how in a sociolngi<<li come \I mosl forms of addiclion 
and habimal bcha,·iour can be referred lo orllccli\ ch. Sluthcs 'uch as 
these place substance ~hu.se. including alt.·ohnl and drug~. ,ncr t.•allll!!. 
gambling and addiclion lo se.\ under lhe same umhrclla ;md sec •·cnarn 
common patterns of hcha\·iour anoss all these prohlcrns (Orford. 
llJlJ()), 
Addiction theorist and therapist John Bradshaw ( llJXS), in his 
hook Bradr!wll' On: '111<• Familr. understands compulsi\'ity and 
addiction in terms of the dysfunctional family system and defines it as 
"a pathological relationship to any mood-altering e.spcricncc that has 
life-damaging consequences" (p. 5). According to Bradshaw mood-
allt:ring C.\pcricnccs indudc substances. people and acti,·itics. These 
dependencies surface because the family members arc rc4uircd to 
assume "roles" within the familv structure that have to do with mcctin~ 
. -
the needs of the family abo\'e the indi,·idual's needs. In the course of 
this process the true self is subsumed within the public or role playing 
self and docs not get a cham:c to realist· its. full potential. Compulsi\c 
llt!hm·inurs arise as aucmpts tn cmnpcnsatc for thc!\c unmcl mfant :md 
childhood needs. 
·I 
Self psychologist Jerome J.c,·in ( 1987J also places the self at the 
centre of his discussions ahoul mJdiction. In c.\plaimng hi:- position he 
quotes Heinz Kohul who ,·icwcc.l addicli,-c hcha,·iour as "an aucmpl to 
deal wilh narcissistic dislurhancc l I.e' 111: p.2 f'. rhc pcoplt.· Kohut 
originally \\Orkcd wilh suffr:rcd from \\hat arc deli ned as narcissJslic 
personality disorders. Thai is. their bchanour ""' "chamctcriscd by a 
heightened sense of sclf-imponancc and gmndiosc feelings that th.:y arc 
unique in some way" I Kaplan & Sadod. 19&'!. p5J I). 
limdshaw explains how the compulsi•c dcsir.-s of the adult arc :m 
expression of lhc unmct narcis.~istic nc..._ .... ls of the child. Kuhut suggests 
rharrhcsc personality disorders manill.-st :L' a dc.-clopmcnt:tl :urcst or a 
failure to develop a normal sense of self. Consequently l.evin sees 
addiction as a disturbance in the ex pede nee of the self which is manifest 
in four main ways. 
I) addicts arc sclf-ucstructivc: 
2) they lack ccnain components of the self thai mcdimc self- care 
and maintain sclf~cslccrn: 
3) they arc o\'crly sclf-inl'olvcd: 
4) their \'cry sense of being. their setf-conccpls or 
rcpresemations. arc fragile and in jeopardy fp . .l). 
Le\'in bclie\'eS the addict is fixated/regressed lo the stage or the 
archaic self. to pathological narcissism. An therapist Neil Springham 
( 1992). speaking in the same l"cin. contends that the usc or the substance 
''main£ains a slate of nan:issistic euphoria" (p. lJJ. 
1-'..ducator. therapist and writer Nan Van Den Hcrgh ( 1991) who 
works within a feminist framework describes addiction from this 
feminist pcrspec1i1·e. Aspects of her explanation echo l.cvin's and 
Hradshaw's. She says: 
addiction is characterized by a mental obsession as well as 
compulsi,·e behm·ior rdated to ingesting a suhstancc (food. 
alcohol. drugs) or engaging in a process (gambling. sc.\. work) . 
... Because we do notli1·e in a society where indi\'iduals bclie1·c 
that they arc inherently wonhwhilc and valuahlc. women and 
men engage in lifelong pursuits to acquire "something" external 
lo themscl1·cs which will make them feel whole (p.6). 
1-'urthcr: 
Addiction. then. emanates from an imerm1lized sense or 
powerlessness that is manifested by an obsession to engage in a 
behavior that is ultimately destructive. but temporarily 
t~ncsrhcti:;e" nncnrnfortable feelings and fills a sense of internal 
1·nid lp.X). 
Art therapist Nancy Chickcrneo (1990) describes a cycle of 
addiction which goes from a repression of feelings, to a tension build 
up. to the compulsive behaviour. 10 painful feelings about the 
compulsion. and a consequential denial of feelings. 
The Use of Art With Recovering Chemically Dependent Adults 
Many writers and theorists have discussed the capacity of images 
to reveal unconscious processes. Emanuel Hammer ( 1958). a researcher 
into the psychodynamic meaning and roots of creativity and who has 
done extensive work with images as psychological tools, suggests that 
art therapy is particularly effective with substance abusers because the 
art images arc "diJ'Jlcult to falsify" (p. 603). This is because the 
individual selects a theme out of past experience which subconsciously 
reflects his or her own needs. 
f.Alitor and drama therapist. David Read Johnson ( 1990) suggests 
that it is characteristic of addicts to protect "the relationship to the 
chemical (or the person. or food. or the behaviour) even though it may 
be fatal. by denying the problem" (p. 301 ). Van Den Bergh quotes 
Terry Kcllog, saying "there arc six "d's" associated with addiction, 
including denial, delusion. dishonesty. defensiveness. distortion and 
despair (1991, p.7). Art therapy can help in cutting through the denial 
uf~e .. , ap!Jan::nt in ve:rbal tlll.:fapy with addicts b) allowing the client to 
gain insight through their own image. 
Art therapist Evelyn Virshup I I<JK'il ucscrihcs uru~ abusers as a 
difficult group to work with because they arc rcsistmll to \'crhul 
treatment modalities. However. they arc. in her experience particularly 
receptive to the process of art therapy. Virshup ascribes this to the 
nature of sponlLtncous drawings 
which produce material compamble to a dream. In the somewhat 
altered state of consciousness typical of creative endeavor. the 
critical (super ego) faculty of the individual is blocked. thereby 
allowing access to the previously non verbal. non communicated 
part of the individual (p. 153 ). 
Working in a methadone clinic. Virshup described art therapy as an 
appropriate additional therapeutic modality for those persons who find 
it difficult to verbally express their feelings and conflicts. 
Another art therapist who has worked extensively in the area of 
substance abuse and who remarks on its ciTccti\·cncss as an intcr\'cntion 
7 
with non verbal clients is Gail Kaufman ( 1981 ). Her lindings support 
the view that "art-expression is particularly effective with persons who 
have difficulty expressing themselves s·erbally. who usc words 
defensively to hide feelings or who are unaware of many inner thoughts 
and feelings" (p. 353). Kaufman uses case examples to demonstrate how 
even the clients most resistant to therapy can produce images which 
have relevance to their situation. These images arc in themselves 
indicative of the individual's stale and can be used by the client as a 
means of breaking through self-constructed barriers. 
Kaufman discusses the relevance of art therapy in assessment. 
Some art therapists have researched extensively into the usc of art 
therapy techniques in the diagnostic Jield (Silver et al. 1979-80). Art 
th&:mpi~t Judith J{uhin Jiscus~l':-; !he di<tgno:..ta· aspt:Th ol art thcJ;tp.~ 111 
rllt' Arlt~/ Arl Tht•rapv ( I'JX-IJ and JIJ Approachn Jo 1\rt JIJ,·rapr 
( J9N7L The ~hility to usl' the imotg.cs in llus W;t~· depends on the 
1haapis1 ha,·ing a knowledge of 1hc 1ypcs of imagery 1ha1 arc 
characlcristic of a specific client ~roup. 
A number of an lhempisiS "orking in the field of suhswncc 
misuse han~ remarked on particular images and themes thai recur in 
their clients' work. An therapisl Neil Springham r 19921. referring In 
lhc primilire defence of secondary narcissism. likens the subswnce 
abuser's withdrawal into the narcissistic euphoria of intoxication to that 
of an angry or frus1ra1ed child "ho resohes ambirakncc 1owards his 
or her mother by falling asleep. He says the images suhstancc misusers 
produce arc indicati,·e of "the ~l'arnin~ f(>r the peace nf prc-
ambi' ale nee that seems to he central to the ~uhstancc misuser's 
moli,·alion" ( p. 9). 
An 1herapis1 Connie Nailo,·e ( 1978J discovered pauems in 
drawings hy habitual users of street drugs. \\'hilc treating ~group of 
acutely depressed male and female substance abusers. Nai1ove found 
their art work similar in content. Then; \\·ere rc:peatcd swirling 
patlerns. hlood. eyes. pills. the cross and mons1ers. T\\ o olher an 
thcrapisls Linda Ganll and Paula Howie. "described characlerislic fon11 
and contenl of an therapy productions from different diagnoslic 
calcgories. including alcohol and hallucinogen users" (Virshup. 19!!5: p. 
154). Unfonunalely. Virshup did n01 include details of 1hese 
charaelcristics in her anicle. I have rccci\·cd a copy of Linda (ianu's 
doctoml disscnation in this area. However. her sludy is quamilavc and 
. '
sfw t.lcab \\ rth tht· lnrm r~1ti1t:r thanthl· n111h:111 of the \\ork wht·rca ... I 
Using an thcrap~ 1cchni4ucs. the art thcr&~pist Paola l.uJJ.atlo 
( 19S7) conducted a print stm.J~ into the self-image of drug £thuscr~ .. , he 
aims of the study were In dc\'lsc a scssrnn that may help the patients to 
express their internal worlds m terms of risual ima~cs. to anaiysc these 
cxprc.ssions of their internal worlds. and tn evince rclc\·ant and 
recurrent features. l.uZI'l.ltto found four distinct groups of images. three 
of which were dommatcd 0~ ncgati\·c imcrnaliscd self-object 
relationships. These were dcserihcd as "'the ,-ulncrable self"" where the 
self and the world arc no! proper!~ scpamlcd. "'!he ohjcctless sell" 
where a relationship with the outside is den1ed. and '"the di' ided seW 
where good and bad arc split. The fourtll group. "lhc integrated self". 
was char..tctcriscU h~ mostl~ positi\ t' rdation:--hips and\\ as dorninatcJ 
h) the art work of <J t.:ontrol gn.1up or non usc:r:-, ( p. 22 ). 
Substance abusers are ,·crv £nod at rcrhallv communicatin2 what 
... ... ~ ... 
they think the therapist or counsellor wants lo hear as a means of 
m·oiding the real therapeutic issues <Miller & Mast ria. I 97X. p. 20). 
Based on Hammer's notion that an images arc diflicult to falsi!\. 
however. il may be !hal their an work would reveal a more accurd!C 
picture of what is going on in their lives. Discussion of the an work can 
help the client come In terms with his or her position in relation to the 
substance and addiction (Kaufman. 19XJ. p.354). 
Judith Rubin ( 1984) describes assessment as a most important 
pan of treatment. Images produced in an therapy can add to the 
understanding of lhc paticnl's position in the rcco,·cry process and may 
'" 
thc:rch~ help h' 111dica1c appropn~1h: form~ ol lrcalmcnl fp. 'JOJ. In 
adllition. tnl'(lfiiKIIi,uJ ohtamcd 111 art thcrap) :-.cssJons can he u:-.cful lo 
other staff in the therapeutic team. The infnrm:uion may help detect the 
need lo adapt the trcatrncnl srratcgy. and may help in choosing 
appropriate rchahilitatinn scnings. The informalion gained from art 
therapy may also llc helpful in predicting the likclihcx>d of a successful 
treatment outcome (Kaufman. I \IX I . p. 35\1 ). 
Art therapist Neil Springham ( 1\192) descrihcs a number of 
themes that recurred in the work of clients who took pan in art therapy 
groups he conducted. He· says. "pictures of the 'light at the end of the 
tunnel'. 'the bright future" and 'paradise h~ the sea' arc extremely 
common" (p. \1). 
Some prt·,-ious studies into the usc of art therapy with substance 
abusers hm·c focused on the form rather than a he con lent of the an 
work (Ganu. 1\17\1: Khyne. 1979). Others hme considered the content. 
Chickerneo's study of the art work of substance misusers deals with 
these anists' experience of spirituality thmugh art and the themes they 
used to express this. Burke demonstrated the growth of chemically 
dependent adolescents through art :md concluded that the art showed 
"signs and symbols of their progress ... " (p. 291 ). These. she says. arc 
indicated by such aspects of the art work as the increased richness of the 
imagery. more definite shapes. the usc of colour. defining the self more 
clearly in human figure drawings and control in the usc of media. 
II 
l "ondusron w tht..· l<l"\ JC:\\ 
I lu:-. :-.IUt..h focu:-.c:o; on lht..· ;Ill \\ nrk ant.J the c:-.:o.cJKC ot I he lhcmcs 
alt..·nhol•r and dru!! dc:pcndcnl cJJcnts U'iC lo depiCt how they feel and 
think. II auns to cstahhsh what some of the t:hamclcristic~ of lhc images 
of this dit..·nr ,group may he. In a siiUalion where art thcrap~ ~cssions arc 
conducted in conjunction wilh other lrcatmcnl prngmmmcs. the images 
producctl ma~ ~i,·c sornc indication of I he client's progress and indicate 
how cffccti\ c the intcr,·cntion strategies ha\'c been o,·cr all. 
The rc\ iew of the literature re\ cals that the trend among 
contcmpomr~ ,,·ritcrs :md researchers m ~tddicrion rs to consider all 
forms of addiction and habitual or compulsi\c hcha\ iour under the 
same umbrella I Kandel & Malloff. 19X3: Orford. 1990: and Bradshaw. 
llJXXI. ThiS allows the present >tud~ 10 deal \\ llh all the art" ork 
produced 111 the art thcrap~ group:-. cnlkcu\·l'f~ rcganJic!<i~ of the drug 
of choice of the indhidual diem ...... 
A number of writers referred to in the literature renew support 
the usc of image making in the thcmpeutic setting: they discuss the 
capacity of images to rc\'e~d unconscious processes. This is considered 
to be due. in part. to the nature of the process of prmJucin!! spontaneous 
images which bypasses lhe critical super ego. The idea that art therapy 
is a particularly cffccti\'e interrention to usc with substance abusers is 
explored by a number of olher writers (Springham. 1992: Virshup. 
1985: Kaufman. 1981). They refer specifically to the usc of artthcmpy 
in overcoming resistance to verbal therapies. in dealing with the denial 
that is characteristic of this client group and its usefulness for the 
symbolic expression of feelings for people who have diflicully 
expressing !heir feelings. 
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:\ nurnhcr of ,ltltfil·s un olnng llh: lt\e oJ arl lhl·r;•p)o an· n:h:rrL"d 
ro. :\n tlu:rap) ~a~ a sun.·l·ssl ultrl·armcJH :-.lmlc~)o 111 l'a,c~ ol \Uihlann· 
ahusc IS c\plorcd rhrou~h the \\ ri1111¥S nJ art lhcn1p1sl\ owd rc .. cardJcr\ 
(Burke. J<JXS: ( 'hickcrnco. I<J'XJ: Nailm'c. I<J7XJ, < Jlhcrs ha•'c pursued 
thl· fcas1hiliry nf lhl' inn:stigatinn :tnd description of imttgcry 
dmmctcristic of panil·ular dlcnt groups fSpringhcun. 1992: t<hync. 
1979: (iantl, I<J<JO: l.uu~<IIO, J<JX7 J, 
The rclcrance of lhe proposed sludy is funhcr supponcd hy 
Rubin's discussion of 1hc imporlancc of asscssmcm in lherapy, Both 
Rubin ( I <J!l7 J and Sil•-er (I <JXXJ explore I he usclulncss of an lhcrapy as 
an assessment tool. R.uhin's new rhat a kno\\ ledge of the form of 
images as indit'ators of psychological st~uc is \-iral for assessment and 
diagnosis is supponcd h~ lhc "riungs of Gann (I <J<J(J) and Rhyne 
( 1979), 
I < 
Tilt: KESEAR! "II llt:SH;:\ 
A UualllaiJH Approach 
In dealing wllh the images produced dunn!! the art lhcrapy 
~roups. I used ;1 dcscriptirc ~md interpretive approach. This i~ in line 
with the phenomenological and hcrmcnculu.: research explained h~ Max 
\·an ~-lancn 1n Rt•.,eardiim: l.il·ed Erpericun•: Jluuum Sdeuce [or WI 
:\clitJII Senxilin• !'t•dagogr. ()<)<)()).Van 1\·lancn dcscrihcs this 
fr.:unc\\ork as cmhmcin2 what he calls human science. He hc2ins h\ 
- - . 
drawing distinctions between natuml science and human science. he 
at the risk of oversimplification one might say that the difference 
between natural scien<:c and human science rcsJdcs in what it 
studies: natural science studies "ohjc-l'ts of nature.'' "rhings.'' 
"natural c\·cnts.'' and "lhc wa~ lhat ohjccts hchaH·." Human 
s~.:icncc. in contrast. :-~nu.Jics "pcrsPJh." or hc..·1n~s that haH· 
'\.·onscinusncss" and th:ll "aL"l purpo:-i.dull~" 1n and on the \\~lriJ 
Oy creating ohjccls of "meaning'' that arc "c\prcssums .. or hm\ 
human hcings exist in the world ( p. 3). 
In the context of lhc art thcrap) group. people me creating 
objects of meaning that arc expressions of how they c.'\ist in the world. 
In her doctoral thesis concerning the usc of art ther•pY in the trcatmcm 
of chemically dependent adolescents. Art therapist Kathleen gurke 
( 1985) notes "the very nature of art calls for a research method that 
respects the creative process" (p. 12). She feels thai a phenomenological 
approach lo the discussion of the art work seems most in harmony with 
a content focused on art expression of feelings and its rclc\'ancc to the 
client's growth (p. 13). Hurke ba,ed many of her ideas in relation to the 
phenomenological approach to art therapy on the work of art therapist 
Mala Hetensky. Hetcnsky developed this method in response 10 a need 
:-ihc: pcn:ci,·cd to take 11110 considcratlou the complc\11)' of the human 
muu..l. This new 1s supponcd hy Van M;:mcn's argumt:nl. 
l.ik~ lh~ sludics cond~ln;•d hy I he ml lhempisl Hariell Wadcson 
1·1 
( 191l()). on lhe arl work of schizo1'1~rcnics and depressives. lhe idea for 
this study e\·oh·cd out of the observation of the data as it emerged in the 
course of routine work. Questions about the nature of the imagery 
produced. and its possible implications arose as the growing number of 
examples collected seemed lo fall inlo pallerns. 
I ha\'e based the format of this thesis most closely on the work of 
Nancy Chickerneo ( 1990) and have drawn on the phenomenological 
approaches used by both Burke r 1985) and Chickerneo in working with 
the images. I have relied on the "tacit dimension" olmy experience 
describe by Chickcrnco ns being typical of these more autobiographical 
approaches to research. ( "hiekcrnco points out: 
Intuition arises oUl of this ltacitl dimension. Heuristic land 
phenomenological or hermeneutic I researchers might get a "clue" 
in the oUlside world which connects with something inside of 
them and gels them closer to the Gestalt of something. One 
experiences this dimension when one can "almost glimpse" what 
is happening. but can't quite get it on a conscious lc\'c/. Through 
reading. talking to others. self-dialogue. and indwelling. the 
researcher begins lo sec in new ways. in effect making the 
unconscious. conscious {p. 46). 
Phenomenological research. like hermeneutics. involves a search 
for essences, it relies on thoughtfulness and retrospective relleclion. 
"Phenomenology al!empls 10 explicate the meanings as we live them in 
our everyday existence. our lifeworld {Van Manen. p.ll )". 
Phenomenological research involves the study of what it is lo he human. 
h is lht: study of li\·cs nr C\JSicnlial mcamn~~- "lhc human hc1np J!\ a 
person who signifks - gives and dcri\·cs mco•mn~ In and from llu.: 
"rhings" of rhc world (p.l·ll." 
·~ 
h was rhrough rcadinp rhe anicle hy Neil Springham { 1992) on 
the usc of an rherapy in rhe conrcxr of group work wirh subsrancc 
misusers rhar some of my hunches were confirmed and !he seeds of rhis 
srudy were sown. Springham described rhe occurrence of some of rhc 
themes I had obsen·ed in !he work of rhis clicnr group and explained 
!hem in lerms of rhe primirive defence of secondary narcissism. This 
led me 10 wonder whcrhcr rhcsc rhcmes may visually represenr rhc 
disordered sense of self rhar Levin describes as ccnrral 10 addicri,·c 
behaviour. Funhermore. I wondered wherher !here arc orhcr rhcmcs 
which may correspond lo !hose already observed hy Springham and 
other researchers in 1his area. 
II • 
. \11-:TIIOJ) 
\Vtlrking "ith tht" lma~cs: l..tldkmg lur l"tu:rnc ... 
NanC} ( ·hJC~cmco t I'NilJ. rclcrrong In lhc wor~ ol J)uugla"' and 
r\·luusaakas ( I4.JX5 t dcscnlx-~ I he procedures ul hcurisiJC: .\tud). She 
begins h~ romtm~ out thai the .. rcsc..-~rchcr nc:cd<i to hccnmc lot~lly 
immersed In thJs rcscan.·h process '' ith a deep commitment to dtscu\ cr 
meaning in human c~pcricncc" cpA5J. lhJS ~md of approach 1s what 
Van Manen II'Jl)(Jklcscrihcs as a phcnomcnolngi<-JI-hcrrncncuiiC ''~Jc nf 
researching lln:J cxpc:ncncc. Chlckcmco sa)s ~heuristic research 
expedites srw..l) ing rhc hohst1c.· c\pcncncc of human beJngj. h honours 
personal immcrsrun and md\\ dhng m the tacJI dimcnsum as \\a~ -5 of 
learning" lp.53). She sees lhc pnx·css as beginning'' ith this .. tacit 
knowing ... a gro\\ mg appn:t..·Jall<m of lhL" parts of the hohstu: 
c.xpcricncc. I" til" research 10\ ,lh ~"" ·a fun~ through the \\hole lo the 
essences of the c\pcm:ncc. 
This phenomenological process requires the researcher 10 indwell 
\\'ilh the data in order In come to understand the m~aning of I he whole. 
On 1his poinl Chickcrnco slalcs. "indwelling and mcil knowing 
acknowledge the \'aluc of the imcrnal processes of human beings a'i 
\\'ays for new awareness to arise" C p.5..J ). Phenomenological research is 
not a linear process. 1hc researcher mm·cs backwards and fonl'ards 
lhrough various levels of invoh·cmcnl wilh 1he malcrial and I he 
qucslion. This personal invol\·cment by 1hesc researchers means lhal 
!heir bias musl he acknowledged. 
Proponcnls and lcaehcrs in lhc area or phenomenologic:~J 
research. Douglass and Mouslakas oulline a series or processes which 
~uit.lt." llu.· llltJIIfr~ \";111 \lant.·n dt.·,'-·nl,., -.mular prot."t.'"'""t."' \\hu.h 
UJHlh C:. 111111;111~ .• t,knl~ lht.• phCIIPIIIt."JJUio~ll.";ll tfiJt.",IIOJI: \\1 hal h 
sunu:llun~ .. n.·all~ ·· IJlt.•".' \\"hal'' lht.• n;Jiun· nt lh, .. lnnJ C\f>t.·ncnn··: 
tp....l-2). rhc 10111011 pha:ool." IS rcl"crr...-ll (l) as Immersion. As Chrckcrncu 
"rilL'S ... In rclrosfl'='l."l. lht.• rcscarrht.·r tlt:'t.·omc ... ronsci,,u,ly a\\ arc 1ho.11 ht.· 
or she: h~•· ~'-"" mf..·uh:nln~ :.mt..l nmsidcring ''hat ;, hcin~ slud1cd lor 
quilc a Jcn~th of time JUC\ HlUs In the cnnsciow~ immcrs10n .. (p.55J. l·or 
me. lhis phast.• t-..:gan dunn~ the arllhcr..tpy group~ ••~ lhc images \\ere 
hcing mad.:. I had the dau ning n:;JIJsation lho.u the people '' ert.· U\ing 
p:.tni('ular '1sual mclaphors hl describe lhcir c.\pcncnccs. Thc~e 
mt:laphnrs indudcd images of roads. jnurnc~ s. ~plil sch c., and the light 
al 1hc end ,,f rhc lllnncl among othl.'rs. 
im:m:r:mm 1:-0 roiim\l.'d h~ a pcrzod or :\cqUJSJlJOIL i his 1s a urnc 
when more darit:. j-; hrought hl 1hc prm .. ·cso..;. \an ~iant·n lk.'>l"nhc-.. 1111-.. 
penot.J ~-.... IIJ\ t.•sugatrng L'\pcncrH.T ~1s \\ c fin: r1 1 p.,..:;_; J. i hr~ pnasc 
may 111\"0I\ t' the usc nl t>pcn ·cnuco tlf scnli·Strueturc<.i Jill en JC\\ 1ng. 
journa!ing. :1rt. or other mcthoJs of dar:~ co!!ct:!ion. Bu!h ( 'hid:ernco 
'lfl<f \'•ttl ~'f'tJlefl rcwtrd "'f' .,, "111 '''""f''".:;i(Hl •utd <.:(UJrt"t' nf j!.\ ••ui • • a~ e ......... ~ .......... ,.~ .......... _ ...... ~ ...... -
cxpcrrcncc. 
At this :-;tagc of my rc:-;cardt I hcgan to t·ollccl informal ion ahout 
using art therapy with the addictcd and to talk with Ill) counselling 
colleagues and academic supcrl'isor about my ic.lcas. I was already 
recording information about the groups in relation to the formaL 
rationale anU aims of each group. I kept a personal irn'ciiiOr)" rchJlcli ID 
my ·own physical untl emotional state hcforc cuch group anti kept note 
of group dynamics. and of comments indil'idual participants' mac.lc 
about their own images. The an work has been collcctcc.l and idcruiricd 
:ou:nm.llng ro lltL· ~rnup 111 u hrd1 rl u a ... matk ~uHf rh fJian· rn I he ~cue~ 
II a ch..:nl alh:nJ'-"~..1 a numhcr of ~roup .... I hl" un.;r¥'-·.., arc rccunJctl on 
sllt.k frlm anJ pn"SL"nlcd u llh a L"Ofl~ nt rhc: 'iiUd~ rhal u rll he :J\'<HI<Jhlc 
allhc ''" rhemp} l inil. l:dilh Conan l inuWSJI). 
'" 
I' he slagc of phcnumcnnlo~rcal inqurry lhat follows is 
Rcalisa1ion. In lhis phase 1he mmemenl is from lhc specific lo lhc 
general. t\ synlhcsis hrings lhc pieces back to a whole. The dala is 
e.\amincd. ahhough Van Manen 119911) suggcSis lhallhe word dara is an 
inapproprime way lo descnbc 1he accumulalcd hody of experience lhal 
is allhe core of a phenomcnological-hcrmcneUiic siUd} rp.53J because 
of its connotarions of quanti tali \I.: research. According to Chickcrnco 
( 19901 1his is an illuminalion phase. il is 1hc lime of lhe crcalirc leap. 
The process of explaining begins when the disccncrics arc cxprcsscd 
::md clarified as "paucrns. themes. relationships and meanings" tp.57). 
f-inally. she noles lhal lhc nalurc of lhl' c.\pericncc i' dcscripli,·cf} 
rclalcd so lha! o1hers who may nol ha,·c had lhis c.\pcriencc can 
undcrsland il ala deep lc\'cl. Bo1h Chickcrnco and van Mancn 
emphasise the importance of the writing stages throughout the course of 
lhc siUdy. Van Mancn says "lo wrilc is lo rcwrile" (p.IJI ). This 
rewriting involves a complc.x process of re-thinking. rc-rcflccting. and 
re-cognising as the researcher works towards the essence. 
During lhc rcalisa1ion phase of lhc research in lhis lhcsis lhc 
processes and scuings around lhc produclion of lhc an work arc 
described in dclail. Aflcr eslablishing lhc rcliabilily and validily of lhis 
sludy in lhe following seclion I oullinc a number of lhcmes which arise 
in lhc images and illuslrale lhc occurrence of lhcsc 1hcmcs in a !able. 
Following Ibis scclion, lhcrc is a discussion of lhc lhcmcs in which lhey 
I 'J 
arc amplified anll c.\plorcc..l in rci;JIIon lo psycholo_gJC4tl aspccl~ of 
aJd(~,.·tinn :md in relation to tht: syrnhohc rclcv:m<.:c of such themes 
wilhin the hromlcr social conlc\L As nrt criric John Hcrgcr ( 1985) 
discusses in the book of lhc lclc,·isinn series ~Va_n· t4 Seei!IJ:. a society's 
\'isual language: plays a vito1l mlc in explaining its place in the world. As 
individuals we dmw on this \'Jsual language to explain our own place in 
relation 10 our society and the world. In the final section J discuss some 
of the implications of the fmdings of this study for assessment and 
treatment and propose an outline for a group ba,ed on some of the 
conncctions I make. 
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VALIIJITY ANJ) JU;LJAIIILJTY 
In addressing the rigour of qualitative investigation inlcrnul and 
external validity and reliability arc generally rcintcrprctctl by 
qualitatil'c researchers to include respectively: credibility. 
transferability. dependability and conlirmability (Guba, 1977; 
Sandclowski. 19H6: LeCompte & Goetz. 1982: Hall & Stevens 1991 ). 
Credibilitv in a study is enhanced by the full and faithful description of 
the process of data collection and in the description of the interpretation 
made. As nurse educator Margarete Sandel ow ski ( 1986) writes: 
A qualitative study is credible when it presents such faithful 
descriptions or interpretations of a human experience that the 
people hal'ing that experience would immediately recognize it 
from those descriptions or interpretations as their own. A study 
is also credible when other people (other researchers or readers) 
can recognise the experience when confronted with it after 
having only read about it in a study (p. 30). 
To allow subsequent researchers and readers to recognise the 
themes and sentiments expressed by the clients. the study is reproduced 
as a full description and interpretation of the art therapy groups. The 
setting in which the groups were conducted is described. The discussion 
is based on notes taken at the time of the making of the images. These 
notes relate to my own process as group facilitator, to the group 
dynamics. to debriefing sessions with co-facilitators and to the recorded 
comments of the clients who made the work. An outline of the group 
plan is included in the appendix (Appendix 4). To further support the 
credibility of the study, my academic supervisor and other art therapy 
students have been invited to confirm the selection of the categories anti 
the appropriate allocation of images to categories. Sixteen weekly 
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groups were held over five months and appro.\imatcly fifty d1cnh 
a!tcmh.:d. These factors allowed consistencies in the work produced. by 
a di\'crsity of participants. to be observed over time. 
In relation to Transferability educational researchers, LeCompte 
and Goetz ( 1'182. p. 50.) describe the goal of phenomenological 
research as the development of findings that may be compared and 
contrasted with many other groups. There is a need to demonstrate the 
typicality of the phenomenon. 
Author Egon Guba ( 1977. p. 67) suggests "internal validity 
reinforces external ,·alidity". He says ccnain tactics for building 
transferability can be used when presenting the lindings so they can be 
found to he meaningful to persons who pass through a similar situation. 
In principle these rely on the rich and detailed description ncccssar:- to 
establish credibility. Transferability is promoted when a special 
population can be identified. When repeated ohserrations arc made in 
the each locale. By identifying the interactive clements which might 
affect the transferability and by reporting methods and instructions 
intelligibly. Guba concludes. one should "regard each possible 
gcncmlizution only as a working hypothesis. to he tested again in the 
next encounter and again in the encounter after that (p. 70). 
Sandclowski ( 1986) says: 
Every human experience is viewed as unique. and truth is viewed 
as relative. The artistic integrity. rather than the scientific 
objectivity. of the research is achieved when the researcher 
communicates lhc richness and divcrsily of human experience in 
an engaging and even poetic manner (p.2'1). 
( iuha dcscnht·.s internal rcllahifll) or< 'onfinnahllitv a:-. hem].! 
achic\'cd when a set·ond ohscnt·r can \cnfy lh;.ll the catcgoncs tlc\'l~ctJ 
hv a first ohsl·n'l'r make sense in view of the dat~t from which he or o,;hc 
worked and I hat lhc dala have hccn approprialcly armngcd inlo a 
calegory system (p.71). In this sludy my research supcr\'isor. art 
lherJpisl Dr Michael Campanelli. performed lhis role. The second 
observer should be able lo 'audil' I he work or csi:Jblish ils lrulh I':Jiuc. 
:\s Sandclowski describes. a sludy and irs findings arc audilahlc when 
anolhcr rcscan:hcr can clearly follow lhc '"decision !rail" used by lhc 
im·esrigalOr in rhc siUdy (p.JJ). Confirmahifity relics on accurate and 
detailed description of rncthodologil'al procedures as do all as peels of 
,·aJidity ami reliability in all rypcs of research, 
The Dcpcndabil it). or c\lcrnaf reliability of I he study is 
supporh:d :Jt sc\ cral poiniS. All the ¥roup-; ''ere ~.:onductcd an:ording to 
the s;.~mc plan n\ cr a pcriotJ of lllllC '' hich ensured !hat a th\ crsc 
pupulation of diems took pan in similar ~roups. All aspct'ts of I he 
treatment programme were compulsory. including art thcmpy groups. 
This orcrcamc any elite hias which ma: ha\·c resulted if dicnts \\en .. · 
able to choose whclhcr or nol lo allcnd. Similar themes appeared across 
all lhc groups. Detailed and non-inferential nolcs \\ere kepi ol all 
slralcgics including the way lhc irnugcs were discussed in the _groups. 
l'hotogmphic slides of all an work arc a,·ailablc as a resource for 
future investigation and colour images of sclcclcd work arc included 
where appropriate in the study lo illustmle panicular points. 
2.~ 
ETIIIl"AL CONSWERATIONS 
·rhc an work 10 he consiUcrcd in this study is used wilh the 
permission nf the a!!cncy under whose auspices the art therapy groups 
were conUuctcd (Appcndi.\ I). II was produced in the course of rmHinc 
trcatmcnl anti no special research framework. was established. Clients 
were informed of the study and the contribution of their art work wa~ 
entirely \"Oiuntary. Their permission to usc the images was obtained 
(Appendix 2). No records identifying the clients ha\'c been retained. 
only the remarks the indi,·iduals made in reference to their art work 
ha\'e been recorded. 
EIIU:MI;INI; I' ATTEMNS 
Svmbologv 
. 
In the following discussion of the recurring themes in the an 
works. I ha\'c drawn on the information eircn hv the artists as thcv 
- . . 
shared their experience in the group and on my own experience as an 
artist and art therapist. I hal'e funher explored the themes in the light 
of the work of such scholars in the area of symbology as the 
psychologist C.G . .lung ( 19Ml). the Spanish poet and symbolist J.E. 
Cirlot (I 97 I) and author and researcher Tom C:hetwynd ( 191l2). who is 
interested in symbols as they penain to conscious and unconscious life. 
from time to time. I ha,·e recorded impressions that have occurred to 
me even though there may be lillie to substantiate them in what has heen 
said. I have included them because ultimately they have led to my being 
able to fit them together into an m·crull partcrn which may offer some 
insight into the process of rcco\'cr~ and offer some dues for an 
approach to treatment. 
Cirlot. in the opening paragraphs of his dictionary of symbols 
says. " ... the symbol proper is a dynamic and polysymbolic reality. 
imbued with emotive and conceptual ,-,dues: in other words. with true 
life" (1971, p. xi). Throughout the life of the groups and continuously 
throughout the time of this study. I have continued to be amazed and 
delighted by how well these untrained anists drew on their cultural 
legacy in the expression of their own "true life" experiences. Indeed. 
my wonder is echoed by an historian and scholar E. H. Gornbrich 
( 1980) who muses over "man's lsiel capacity to conjure up by forms. 
lines, shades, or colours those mysterious phantoms of visual reality we 
call pictures ... " and of artists to usc the language of imagery as we 
usc all languages - "withmll the need 10 know it'\ grammar and 
semantic!"" (p. 7}. 
' -_, 
As an aitJ to placing these dist:ussions in some context. I have 
included a tahlc (Tahlc I J which demonstrates the mnsl apparent themes 
and the frequency of their appearance_ I dn not presume this list to he 
cxhaustil'e. the naiUre of this study being that every obsen·er should 
bring their own experience to the reading. In order to facilitate the 
opportunity for the reader to see the themes. I identified in the an work 
and to formulate mhcr possible reading of the images. as noted 
previously a complete set of slides of the works is al'ailable at the An 
Therapy [I nit at Edith ( ·owan Unil'crsity. 
Table I 
Comparison of the Occurrence of Themes in the An Work 
Frequency () 10 15 
H~ds .................................. xxxxxxxx 
Light at the end of the tunnel XX XX XX 
Island paradise ..................... X XXX XXX 
Gone fishing/not interested .... XXXXXXXX 
Labyrinth/boxed in ............... XXXXXXXXXX 
Cross road ............................ XXXXXXX 
Road ................................... XXXXXXXXXXXX 
Traffic lights/stop signs ........ XX XXX 
Landscapes ........................... XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
Choice ................................. XXXXXXXXX 
Split-Self .............................. XXXXXXXXXXXX 
Clouds/lightning .................... XXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
Walls obstacles ...................... XXXXXXX 
Confusion ............................. XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
The Sun ................................ XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX.\ 
Drugs and implements ............ XXXXXXXXXXXX 
Unity with the family ............. XXXXXXXXXXXX 
( 'nllHJr 
Dunng my early nhscnalwns nf lhc una1!CS as lhcy were being 
crcalcd. I was slruck hy the :1rtls1s' LJsc of colour. It seemed this usc of 
colour may in some way he connected to their length of stay at the 
centre and to their psychological stale. Y ct as I try to isolate colours for 
discussion I am aware of how they. as a theme. arc intcnwincd with 
other ideas and so where it is appropriate I will digress from colour 
into some discussion of parallel themes. 
Catherine f'ishel (1991 ). editor of a graphic design magazine. 
makes reference to the cultural and personal significance of colours. 
She says. some of the most deeply rooted. yet least understood color 
influences emerge from our childhood experiences. In mhcr ways tltc 
language affects the associations we make to colour. Fishel uses the 
e.xamples like "blue" (sad). and "green" 1en1 ious or inexperienced). fly 
way of emphasising the inherent irnporlancc of colours to human 
beings. f'ishel refers 10 an exploration of a theory concerning the 
healing and nurturing powers of colour undenakcn by researchers and 
designers of lhcrapcutic cnvironmenls. Antonio F. Torricc and Ro 
Logrippo. They propose thai the body is like a prism which absorbs and 
refracls while light into ils component colours. According to this 
theory. particular areas and functions of the hody absorb specific 
colours (p. 91 ). However. Fishel says. while certain colours carry 
certa•n meanings for most people. she warns against mass 
generalisations described with words like "always" and "never" (p. 89). 
for there arc cultural and individual differences. This serves to 
highlight an imponant aspect of this study. while some inferences can 
be drawn, the significance of the choice of colour to the individual 
27 
artist must alw~Jys he considered 111 an) inrcrprct:11ion or disru~sion or 
thl' wnrks. 
( 'irlot ( 1971) descrihes colour syrnholism as one of the most 
universal of all types of symholisrn: it has been consciously used in the 
liturgy. in hemldry. alchemy. an and literature through the centuries 
(p. 52). In a stance that may he echoed hy the theories of Torrice and 
Logrippo. he suggests that groups of colours can he associated with 
"feeling. thinkin2. intuition and sensation". Cirlot offers extensive 
- -
examples: he suggests "violet represents nostalgia and memories. 
hecause it is made up from blue !signifying de\'Otion) and red (passion): 
yellow (the allribute of Apollo. the sun·god) indicates magnanimity. 
intuition and intellect (p. 54). 
In the images produced c~1rly in an inl.Ji,·idual's stay at the 
C.D.t i .. th;;ll is during the earliest stages of dctoxificution and sobriety. 
the predominant colours useu were ol'tcn dark. grey or hlack. 
sometimes shot through with other colours such as red. dark blue and 
occasionally white or yellow. In uiscussing their work. these artiSis 
described their images as being like storms with dark clouds and nashcs 
of lightning and sometimes colour. Many times they spoke of darkness. 
depression and storms .:>f mixed feelings and emotion (Figure I). They 
often found these emotions hard to identify bul they talked about being 
confused. sometimes angry or fearful. of having a sense of loss of 
direction or of their lives being chaotic. as indeed. they often were. As 
they spoke. the impressions that formed for me were of these people 
experiencing a loss or lack of a sense of themselves. that they had no 
clear idea of who they were or where they were heading and that they 
had little choice (Figures 2 & .1). These early images arc often 






dlllllinatl~il hy dnt~s and the unplcmcrlls of dru~ usc ( l·i~urc --1 ). 
l-lowc\'cr. th1s una~c JS contrasted hy an rmagc prmJuccd hy the same 
artist a week later whl·rc 1he drugs and confusion arc hcing flushed out 
by a giant sun i Figure II). 
Cirlol ( 1<!71 1 say, of !he symbolic implicarion of !he slorm. "!he 
myth of the crcati\'c storm (or crcati\·c intercourse between the 
Elements) is uni•·ersal fp .. >11. The rhundcrbolt or lighrning is a symbol 
of !he supreme. crealivc power. The flash of lighming is rclarcd lo 
dawn and illuminarion. h is associared wilh !he inilial slagc of every 
cycle. 
The artists oflcn sec these images as representing a negative way 
of being and feeling and in so doing may be reflecting another aspect of 
the symbolog~. Psychiatrist and Jungian analyst Jean Shinoda Holen 
( 1990) discusses !he lhundcrhoh 111 associ arion wirh Zeus. !he earlier 
(ireek incarnarion of Jupiler. Zeus's lhunderboh is a symhol of punili•e 
power. h comes afler "dark slorm douds have galhered and rhunder 
has already rumbled. suggesting a conccntmtion of emotion. a gathering 
of anger" ( p.51 ). Ccrlainly. powerful anger is oflen idcmilicd by rhese 
people and !heir anger is olkn direc!cd punirivcly a11hemselves. Y cl il 
is clear from !he lherapeulic posilion !hal !he firs! lenlarivc slcps lhcsc 
people arc laking into sobricly can be seen as rhe dawn of a new 
beginning. Cirlm describes Jupilcr's lhree lhunderboiiS as symbolising 
chance. desliny and providence- !he forces !hal mould !he furure. 
Perhaps !he feelings of lack of conlrol and sclf-direclion !he arlisrs 
report arc rctlcclcd in !his image of a fuwre shaped al !he arbilrary 
whim of !he Gods (figures 5 &6). 
( 'irlot writes of the significance of the r.:olour "hi:.H.:k ": 
in fairly generalized terms. Blur.:k seems to represent the initial. 
germinal stage of all processes, as it docs in alchemy .... Black 
crows. black doves and black !lames ligure in a great many 
legends. They arc all symbols closely related to the primal (black. 
occult or unconscious) wisdom which stems from the Hidden 
source ..... light appearing out of the gloom represents a kind 
of crystallization (p.:i7). 
further on. Cirlot calls on Jung and Gucnon in his exploration of 
the significance of darkness and says" ... black stands for all 
preliminary stages. representing the 11 descent into hell". which is a 
recapitulation of (or an atonement for) all the preceding phases" (p. 
58). Blackness or darkness is used in a number of different ways by the 
artists. as described above. and also in the context of a series of colours 
or at the beginning of a road: in both instances a progression or a 
journey is being described. 
Black areas in the work produced in the groups were most often 
associated bv the artists with death. non-being and with being unable to 
- - -
move away from or returning to substance abuse. In landscapes these 
areas were often barren or devastated as if blasted or burnt. Holen 
{1990) associates blackness with a descent into the underworld. to the 
realm of the unconscious and repressed feelings (p.99). She says this 
descent can be voluntary or involuntary. Persephone was stolen by 
Hades, the ruler of the underworld, and taken there. Others must pass 
that way so they can reach wholeness. Dionysus. god of wine and the 
eternal adolescent, had to brave monsters of the unconscious and 
overcome devouring irrational fears before he could take his place in 
Olympus. He had to become a hero and "endure the perils of the 
undenvorld and emerge with his ego intact and strengthened by the 
encounter'' ( Hoil'-n. p. 277). Similarly. in order to mo\·e on 111 rcco\'er) 
one may need to work in the unconscious realm to reclaun tiJal which Js 
lost. to seck homeward dircclions in the unknown dL~rkncss. 
The therapeutic process has been described as having three major 
singes. working from order. to chaos. to rc~ordcr. Without this 
process there can he no change: without the 'Jelling go' and 
breaking of old patterns. there can be no chance of forming new 
ones. (In ancient Chinese. the word for 'chaos' also means 
'opportunity' and 'change'.) Thus a period of chaos and 
disorganization can herald. and be a definite stage within. a deep 
psychic growth (Hall. 1987. p. 181). 
Bolen suggests that the Hades archetype is a recluse which 
reinforces the sense of aloneness often described by the artists: similarly 
Hades as a location symbolises a depressive state. Another usc of 
blackness or Jack of colour occurs in a series of images I have called the 
'Split-Sell' in which the artist describes himself or herself as being on a 
thin divide between death and disintegration on the one hand and life 
and hope on the other. The former is most often depicted using only 
black and occasionally one other colour such as red. The Iauer is often 
bl uc, green and yellow. 
Clouds 
Clouds appeared in a number of the pictures and in many forms. 
In some cases they were accompanied by lightning in a storm: in others. 
clouds partially obscure the sun or they are scanered in an otherwise 
clear blue sky. Cirlot (1971) says of clouds. they" ... arc also barriers 
that obscure the invisible spiritual realities of pure force. These clouds 
can only be penetrated by a Jlash of intuition. symbolically the 
equivalent of lightning from the clouds. Clouds represent forces of 
nature. which bring life after drought" (p. 91 ). 
I n-ondcrcd: Is it pnssihlc 1o consider the stale dcpi<.:tcd in thc.sc 
images as primal'! \\'hal L'an condense out of lhcsc clouds'! ()hen the 
image the artist made in the subsequent group rcprcscnlcd <.1 more 
fcnile em·ironment where the sun is shining. as if after a storm 
perhaps. In the dark images. is the sun making its "Night Sea-Crossing" 
as Cirlot describes it"! Implicit in this imagery is the notion of death and 
resurrection. The sun appears many times in the anworks and seems to 
be a most significant symbol. Hoth Chetwynd ( 1982) and C:irlot discuss 
the symbology of the sun at length and associate it with the hero in 
mythology. 
Self Psychology and the Split-Self Images 
Although there are those who doubt the e.,istence of an "alcoholic 
pcrscnality" an exploration of addiction in the context of self 
psychology may be helpful in gaining some understanding of the state 
of being described by the usc of black. As I ha\·e said. Jt is eyuatcd by 
the anists to a state of 'non-being'. a return to substance abuse. and 
death. As mentioned previously. Levin ( 1987) draws on Kohut's view 
of addictive behaviour as an attempt to deal with narcissistic disturbance 
(p. 2.). The basic premise of his theory is that addiction is a disorder of 
the self. He speaks in terms of alcohol largely hut considers all addictive 
behaviour under the same umbrella. 
According to Levin. alcoholics not only find it difficult to love 
themselves in a healthy manner: they are also insecure in the very 
possession of a self (p.3 ). He continues with the myth of Narcissus who 
had to continually look at his reflection to make sure he still existed. 
The same, he says. "is true for the alcoholic: Alcoholics have to he self-
absorbed to make sure that they are still alive. Their sense of self is so 
.Q 
tenuous 1ha11hcy li\"c conslantly on 1hc c<..lgc of psychic annilulation or 
Jcath. Their barely cohesive selves may fragment at any time (p.4). 
This description of the fragile sense of self of these people immediately 
brings to my mind the precarious balance between being and non-being 
described by the Split-Self images. 
Kohut's theory describes the alcoholic as developmentally 
fixated/regressed to the stage of the archaic self. to pathological 
narcissism. where only a primitive. fragmented sense of self exists. and 
there are no clear boundaries between the self and the world (Levin. p. 
230). Kohut views addiction as "a futile aucmpt to repair I these! 
developmental deticits" (Levin. p.l3). By contrast the mature self is 
experienced as "a unit cohesive in space and enduring in time" (Levin. 
p. 230). It can be described as the human experience of being the same 
person. Any successful treatment of addiction. then. is intrinsically 
bound up with the development of a cnltesi\c selL 
Some of Levin's ideas are extrapolated in an approach taken by 
Roy Baumeister ( 1991 ). a professor of psychology who has done 
extensive work on masochism. self-defeating and self-destructive 
behaviour. Baumeister describes a number of behaviours. including 
addictions such as alcoholism. and suicide. as aucmpts to escape the 
burden of sellbood. He notes. "escaping from oneself is not the same as 
the need to escape from problems. oppressive conditions. or life stress 
in general. Escaping the self is a response to problems associated with 
how people feel about themselves" ( 1991. p. 1-1). Sometimes in order to 
do this the bodily self must be emphasised: for example. through the usc 
of substances and through self-harm. In this way the thinking. or 
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meaning self can he escaped. To escape from the self rcyulrcs finding a 
way lo swplhc mind from iiS hahit of meaningful thought (fl. 44). 
In the Split Self images menlioned earlier the anisl usually sees 
himself or herself as having only an either/or option. This is moSI oflen 
described as a split between the using self and the non-using self. The 
~ood and the bad. The lack of a fuiUre exc, ot for death or annihilation 
- . 
versus the possibility of heahh. growth and clarity. There is no sense of 
there being a continuum only all or nothing. In many cases the vision of 
the positive future is idyllic perhaps unattainable. its ahernative is bleak 
and irrevocable (figures 6.7.8.9. &I 0). 
The struggle with opposites is characteristic of the Dionysian 
archetype as described by Bolen. "Dionysian personalities struggle with 
paradox and opposites that exist side by side within. In them -as in the 
god - rapiUre and destruction, passion and coldness. immediacy and 
distance. may all coexist" (I 990. p. 27 I). Dionysus is associated with 
wine and with substance abuse and the desire to achieve a transcendent 
state through the use of chemicals. Jung': helief in the connection 
between the use of alcohol and the need to commune with God 
(spirituality) had an imponant inlluence in the founding of Alcoholics 
Anonymous. 
Descriptions of these images of the Split Self are redolent of the 
split described in object relations theory. Author and psychoanalyst 
Althea Horner places object relations theory squarely within 
psychoanalysis and discusses the split-self or the self-object split as 
being frequently encountered in the borderline and narcissistic patient 
(1989, p. 258). According to Horner. splitting occurs when the ego is 
weak and is unable to accept its limitations ;.uH.t unable to deal with the 
stress of individuation. People for whom this defence is marked do not 
have the self-soothing capacity and empathy !hal allows inlcgmlinn of 
negative parts of themselves and others. They do not have the capacity 
to tolerate ambiguity and synthesise their experiences and so sec others 
(and themselves) as all good or all bad. 
Kohut's theories arc akin lo !hose of object relations and he 
discusses the psychic split as occurring both vertically or horizontally. 
In !he case of the horizontal split archaic grandiosity is repressed. the 
person is deprived of narcissistic energy and may have symptoms of 
vague depression and a lack of self confidence and creativity. 
Consequcnlly !here arc feelings of emptiness and deadness (Levin. 
1987. p. 213). Where the split is I'Crlicaltherc is a side by side 
consciousness of incompatible psychic auitudes. The unmodified 
grandiosity is walled off by means of disavowal or isolation hut 
conspicuously intrudes through vain and boastful behaviour (Rowe & 
Mac Isaac. 1986 ). 
Psychoanalytic theory. of which object relations theory is a 
derivative. includes the idea !hal mechanisms exist which allow the ego 
to protect itself from !he stress of intra-psychic conflict. Ego defences 
are described as. 
unconscious mental processes !hal the ego uses to resolve conflicts 
among the four lodestars of lhc inner life- instinct (wish or 
need), reality, important people. and conscience. When defenses 
are most effective, especially in personality disorders. they can 
abolish anxiety and depression. Thus. a major reason !hal P'llienls 
with personality disorders arc so reluctant to alter their behavior 
is that to abandon a defense is to increase conscious anxiety and 
depression (Kaplan & Sadock. 1991. p. 526). 
J5 
\Vi thin this moUe!. splillin~ IS dcscrihcd as a narci~sistu.: defence. 
and is apparent when an im.li\'idual divides external ohjccls 1111o "all 
good" and "all had". The object can he shifled ahrupily from one 
extreme category to the other. This may he exhibited in a sudden and 
complete reversal of feelings and conceptualisations about a person and. 
indeed. in a repetitive oscillation between contradictory self-concepts 
(p. 183). This last may have panicular relevance to this discussion as in 
the Split Self images the split is described as a connie! between opposite 
exlremes. These images may he a graphic illustration of this defence 
mechanism. 
Chetwynd ( 1982) says of the split " the original unity has been 
shanered". If this 'late is perpetuated the split becomes evil. something 
broken. Such ?eoplc arc torn between oppnsites with no strong cemral 
synthesising core. In the indh·idual. ir the separate conscious 
personalities fail to relate to each other then there is "Inner .-onjlict and 
outer strife of all kinds" (p.379). He goes on to say. however. that 
implicit in the idea of the split is the idea that "if it can be put together 
again. made whole. then something is gained. a new consciousness or a 
- - -
new stage of evolution" (p.380). In mythology. the original unity is a 
state of unconsciousness which must he split and the whole gradually 
reformed for consciousness and ultimately individuation to be achieved. 
Cirlot ( 1971) illustrates how often the struggle between opposites 
appears in imagery. fairy tales and myths (p.56). 
In the arl work under discussion many times the positive image 
of this pair of opposites is represented by a pastoral scene including 
verdant pasture. clear blue sky. occasionally with a cloud. and a bright 
yellow sun shining (Figures 8. 9. I 0). Pastoral scenes often represent a 
. \(1 
eonncction or a desire for connection to Nature. the naturul. lo mother 
and Ln Mother Earth. Such images reflect the notion of Nature in 
balance and harmony and a wish for a natural stale of harmony and 
balance within. This wish for a place without strife is universal and is 
the subject of much literature. for e.~ ample James Hillon's l.o.\"1 
Hori:ons. Marie-Louise von hanz ( 196H} says "landscapes in dreams 
(as well as in arl} frcqucnlly symbolise an inexpressible mood" (p. 
230). In relating the symbology of colours to the human condition 
Cirlolquotes Jolande Jacobi's study of Jungian psychology. she says . 
. . . blue. the colour of the rarefied atmosphere, of the clear sky. 
stands for thinking: yellow. the colour of the far-seeing sun. 
which appears bringing light out of an inscrutable darkness only 
to disappear again into the darkness. for intuition. the function 
which grasps as in a flash of illumination the origins and 
tendencies of happenings: red. the colour of the pulsing blood and 
of fire. for the surging and tearing emotions: while green. the 
... ... ... ... 
colour of earthly. tangible. immediately perceptible growing 
things. represents the function of sensation ( p. 53). 
These colours arc typical of the Split Self images. allhough red is 
sometimes absent allogcthcr or appears only on the dark side. When the 
artists spoke about their work. in relation to this and other themes. the 
colour red was often used to depict emotions or emotionally charged 
subject maucr. For example the artist in Hgure 9 uses the red flower as 
a metaphor for the possibility of heallhy fruitful relationships. While in 
Figure I 0 red refers ambiguously to blood. tears and wounding on the 
one hand and love and fulfilment on the other. Chetwynd describes blue 
as the inner spiritual essence and green as representing nature in all her 
vspccts: the cycle of birth and death. 
Possibly. these images of the Split Self can he said to describe the 
:;tutc of being t'aught in an oscillation hctwccn a distillation of the 
clements and chaos. That is between the constellation of a sense of self 
and remaining undifferentiated. Is the idyllic landscape a symbol of new 
potential. of fertile ground after the drought'! My feelings about the 
symbology of the appearance of the sun and the promise of the green 
landscape are that they represent the dawn of hope and a desire for the 
real or sensate world. In the context of the negative image. however. it 
would seem the two together may be symbolic of a reluctance to let go 
of the familiar in order to embrace the new. A fear of change when the 
consequences of change cannot yet be envisaged. In some instances. the 
landscape is eerily empty but the sun is almost im•ariably shining. In 
these images it mostly appears as a yellow radiating sphere (figure XJ. 
In other images there is often a yellow light at the end of a tunnel or 
there is a ~uidin2 vellow light at the end of a road. 
.... .... .. -
Yellow, Light and the Sun 
In her observations of themes emerging in the art work of 
recovering addicts. Chickerneo ( 1990) found "yellow was mentioned as 
a symbol for the higher power by every newly recovering co-
researcher" (p. 253). All of the people who took part in the groups I 
conducted can be described a~ "newly recovering". They were all in the 
first fourteen days of sobriety after a considerable period of sustained 
chemical dependence requiring detoxification. Yell ow was used more 
frequently by clients who were in the second week of their stay at the 
unit. They said, it dcscrihes being suffused with warmth, positivity. 
hope and spirituality. It is associated with hope in the midst of darkness 
and is a symbol of the future. Symbolically the sun has heen used 
through time as a representation of God. Chickerneo, whose study 
cmphasisl'S lhc Uc\'cloprncnl of spiriruality in ~llkliction recovery. say~ 
lhc experience of seeing light or immersion in light as a sign of union 
with God has been reported from biblical limes (p. 277). 
Of light. Chclwynd ( 19!!2) says. il is perhaps the most basic 
symbol of conscious life and is the first experience on waking from 
sleep or coma. A child is born into the light. "The contrast between 
light and dark. and what it means lo human beings. is at the roo! of 
much mvtholoev and svmbolism. The feminine earth eives birth lo 
_, -- - ... 
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masculine conscious forces. but also like Isis robed in deepest black to 
swallow the sun. the same forces in reverse swallow up the Ego-
consciousness" (p. 242). To return from the darkness can be likened lo 
rebirth from the womb (figure II). In undertaking the inward journey. 
like the mythological hero. the return is experienced as a rebirth: that is 
to say of a "twice-born" ego (Campbell. 1972b. p. 230). 
Similarly those images which depict the journey from darkness 
into light and those that juxtapose darkness and light are often described 
by their makers in ways which reflect this transformation. There is. as 
Chetwynd says. a "union of conscious with unconscious, bringing with 
it new insights. an increase of consciousness" (p. 243). These insights 
and new awareness make it possible to move away from old habits and 
begin to imagine new ways of being but this requires the courage to 
embark on a journey of transformation. In terms of object relations the 
individual has to develop the capacity and courage to integrate the 
different parts of him or herself. 
In many cases, those who produced an image describing their 
darkness and confusion in the first art therapy group and who returned 
the following week then produced a picture they described as being 
much more positive. There were some similarities between these images 
and the positive side of the split self. They often included idyllic 
landscapes with a large yellow sun or gave the impression of a scene 
suffused with yellow light that was described as hope for the future and 
associated with being able to see more clearly. Many of these people at 
least gave lip service to issues they felt they needed to confront and 
appeared to be making realistic plans for further rehabilitation. 
However. art therapist. Neil Springham is somewhat sceptical about the 
real implications images such as these have for long term recovery 
because of the chemically dependent person's propensity for defending 
their addiction. 
The Island Paradise 
There is another set of images which could be superficially 
considered as part of the previous group. In these images the sun 
sometimes appears but it is not a central feature nor are particular 
colours used although the pictures do tend to be colourful rather than 
sombre. I have grouped them together as descriptions of an Island 
Paradise based on Neil Springham's definition of a number of themes 
that recurred in groups he ran as a member of a substance misuse 
treatment programme. He compares them to the images that are used in 
'Bacardi Rum' advertisements. Springham says, "pictures of 'the light at 
the end of the tunnel'. the bright future' and 'paradise by the sea' arc 
extremely common" (1992. p.9). I was immediately struck by these 
descriptions because they matched descriptions given in tbc groups I 
ran. 
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These pictures arc distin~uishcd from those discusscU prc\-ious/y 
hy the arusts' cxplanai!UilS or what they represented Ill the group. In 
most cases. the artist was unwilling to engage in any c.Jiscussion of issues 
rcl:ued to his or her suhstance usc despite ohvious problems as indicated 
by their admission to the unit. They all appeared to believe the solution 
to their problems lay. not in dealing with issues related to their own 
behaviour and past experiences. but in finding or escaping to a place 
where the problems did not exist. In other words they tended to dcline 
the problem as outside the selL they generally displayed a resistance to 
self rellection. The images in this group range from a portrait of a 
seaman smoking anU looking out over a moonlit sea (Figure 12). to a 
man lying on a bed at the unit with walkman radio on, going on a 
cruise. going fishing (Figure 13) to some images that were described as 
actually depicting an island paradise (figures 14 &15). The space 
described in these terms is conflict free. beyond the world of opposites 
and the work of dealing with them anc.J synthesising them. 
They characterise what Spring ham ( 1992) sees. in psychoanalytic 
terms. as a "yearning for the peace or pre-ambivalence /which. he says/ 
seems to be central to the Substance Misuscrs motivation (p. 9). 
Springham draws on the work of object relations theorist D.\V. 
Winnieou when he describes the way in which these images rellecl an 
individual's defence against the split that occurs between primary and 
secondary process. The desired for suppression of emotion leads to the 
development of "the 'false sclr. leaving the 'true sclr in a slate of 'non· 
communication"' (p. 9). This is revealed in the contrast between a 
client's verbal compliance and demonstrated non compliance through 
continued usc of the substance. 
·I i 
Springham explains funher: 
To mairuain withdrawal the 'false selr must develop the ability lo 
appease by being only what is expected from the other. in order 
10 negate the possibility of a true bur pmenrially frustrating 
relationship. Thus in therapy these patients will apparemly say all 
the 'right' things lo their therapist with considerable accuracy. 
bur make no del'cloprnenr emmionally .... The therapist is 
neutralised whilst the archaic dcstructi\'cncss is expressed 
unconsciously and indirectly through the continued ucslrucrion of 
the body via excessive substance usc (p. 9). 
Springham's argument cchos Levin's discussion of Kohut's 
theories of narcissism in relation lo substance abuse referred to earlier. 
Springhatn 1S discussion refers to secondary narcissism. an infantile 
defence drawn on in the face of intolerable stress by narcissistically 
disordered adulls. He dcscrihes rhc mcch~1nism in I he adulr as hcing :-t 
rcJleclinn of whnl hannens "\\'hen lht! child ha" ht~cmne am.'n' :-tnd 
I I '-' • 
frustrated lo such a uegrce. !hal he lor she I hecomes fearful of the 
destructive potential of his ambivalence towards his mother and can 
only resolve this conflict by falling a~lecp. Springham sees inloxicarion 
in the adull as equivalent lo the child's withdrawal inlo narcissistic 
euphoria (p. 9). h may be construed thai images in this group represent 
an unwillingness to risk moving beyond this stage towards an 
integration and acceptance of negative emotions. There is an 
unwillingness lo embark on the process of transformation. II is easier lo 
blame elements outside oneself for life circumstances rather than lake 
responsibility for change. Thai many of these clients operated on such 
an exlcrnallocus of control was apparent in discussions with them. 
External ising their problems supported their uenial and reflected their 
inability to forgive themselves for their own conlrihutions to their life 
circumstances. It demonslnrlcd their Jack of the experience of empathy 
·l2 
antlthcir shame . .John Bradshaw C 19XX) who IHI"i workt·d cxtcnSI\'l'ly 111 
tiH.' area of rn·o,·cry from at..IUicllon emphasises the role of sh<.~mc in the 
life of the aJ<.Jict anU the need to transform it in order to mo\·c towards 
recovery. 
In a discussion of Kohut's theories on narcissism in relation loan 
therapy art therapist Mildred Lachman-Chapin ( 197'J) writes that 
narcissistic personality disorders and other pre-oedipal problems arc 
largely a result of an early failure in empathy on the pan of parental 
ligures (p. 3). "If the child ..... suffers severe narcissistic traumas. 
then the grandiose self docs not merge into the rclevunt ego content but 
is retained in its unaltered form and strives for the fulfilment of its 
archaic aims" (p.-1). The early stages of emotional development arc 
dominated by omnipotent famasics and intense emotions of love and 
hate. Non fullilmcm of ull the infants' instinctual desires is percei1 cd as 
a sadistic allack by the ohjccl of the child's love. most often the mother. 
The child then projects destructive impulses onto the mother and 
simultaneously is afraid of its own perceived power to destroy. When 
emotional development is arrested the adult continues to ai'Oid the stress 
!hal anses lrom this ambivalent stale by allempling to regress into a 
pre-ambivalent stale. As Baumeister ( I'J'JI J says. "the firsL and most 
obvious. reason for escaping from self-awareness is because such 
awareness is acutely unpleasant" (p. 22). This awareness is without 
empathy for the SelL These clients cannot accept the in-between stales. 
the grey areas. They arc unable to tolerate the ambivalence in 
themselves and their poorly defined selves and so resort to defending 
against these potentially self destructive feelings by splilling off what 
they perceive lo be threatening parls of themselves. 
Springham's arg,urncnt suggests the affects of the ..;uhstanu:. that 
IS Jlllo:o-.Jcation. offer the indn·JUual the impression of h<J\'Jllg lu:-; or her 
basic needs met lw an a~cnc\· that is both of themselves and outside 
. . . 
lhcmsclvcs. similar to their memories or earliest infancy before the 
mother is pcrl'eived as frustrating the child's desires. The artists 
describe the Island Pumdise images as places or states where there is no 
strife or antagonism. no l'hallenge. indeed where all their needs can he 
met. The substance is endowed with the powers of the mythical elixir of 
life. It appears from these discussions that the indi1·idual has no real 
concept of meeting their own needs in the real world in an cllective 
way and that they arc unprepared to confront their own !Cclings 
towards their substance nususc. Yet these images also suggest the clients 
want a resolution to their conllicts. They arc looking for a solution 
(albeit unrealistic) to the problem of being torn between opposites. 
They arc searching for hurrnony. For rnc there seems to be a prcrailing 
feeling of stasis in these images. even in the Split Self images there is 
the notion of oscillation from one state to the other. In the l"orrncr the\ 
appear to be unwilling to take up the challenge in the latter they appear 
to be undecided. 
Springham says he has "found that patients tend to progress when 
they abandon their one sided hate or lol'e of their drug of choice and 
accept that they arc highly ambivalent towards abstinence" (p.JO). They 
learn to tolerate the existence. within themselves. of seemingly 
contradictory desires. the desire to usc and the desire for abstinence. He 
illustrates the necessity of progressing beyond this stage in order to 
move towards recovery with a quote from psychoanalyst and author 
Alice Miller "the paradise of preambivalent harmony for which so 
many patients hope is unattainable. Hut the experience of ones own 
truth and the post-arnhi\'alcnt knowledge of it. makes it possihlc to 
return tn one's own world of feelings at an adult lc\'cl - without 
paradise. I>Lll wilh the al>ility 10 mourn I p. I OJ. 
Roads and Journeys 
.[.[ 
Based on the images and on the discussions about them it seems to 
me that a numhcr of the group participants were coming to accept the 
necessity of moving on in some way from using substances as a coping 
strategy. This change in outlook is represented hy a group of images 
which describe some type transformation over lime. Again the usc of 
colour plays a strong part in this symhology. It should not be surprising 
that the artists have drawn on !his metaphor as Chetwynd says "the 
great range and variety of colours which can he arranged in order of 
intensity arc especially suited to expressing the range and intensity of 
feelings. of \·alucs. ThcJL is. the colours reflect \'ariations in the qual it) 
of life" (p.<J2J. Similarly ( 'irlol when discussing the usc of colours as 
metaphors for qualities says "The belief that colours may be grouped in 
respect of their basic essentials. and within the general tendency to place 
phenomena in antithetical groups. according to whether they arc of 
positive value (associaled with lighl) or of negative (linked with 
darkness). is echoed even in present day aesthetics .... " (p. 54). These 
assumptions arc based on the implied antithesis of yellow (or white) and 
blue (or black). 
Chetwynd goes on to say. "a series of colours can be related 
symbolically to any other series and so symbolize sequences of events. 
layers of the psyche or other processes". Chetwynd is concerned mainly 
with unconscious process and says "this is more a conscious usc of 
colours than a symbolic expression arising spontaneously from the 
urH . .'Onscious" ( p. lJ2). l·or rnc there is no <."nnflicl in the consciow .. u~c of 
a .symhol within in the conte.\1 ol th1s study. It seems to me the artists 111 
this instance ha\'C Urawn skilfully on prevailing paradigms or western 
society that describe change. development. and indeed. life as linear 
progressions through ad\'ancing time. They have combined these 
notions with an aw<Jrcncss of modern aesthetics as described above. 
Once again although I have grouped these images together under 
one banner there is an enormous diversity in the way the metaphor has 
been used and the sophistication of its development. The simplest show 
disconnected patches of colour representing "where I am and where I 
want to be" (i'igurc 16). or a basic merging of one colour into the next 
from blackness to yellow representing "emergence out of confusion and 
depression into the light and hope" tl'igure 17). There arc a number of 
landscapes showing n road disappcaring illlo the Uistancc towards 
variously "the light at the end" (1-igurc IX). a pot of gold (Figure llJ) 
and a rainbow (Hgurc 20). Sometimes these roads arc empty others arc 
fraught with hazards and obstacles to be overcome (hgure 21 ). They 
all. with one notable e.,ception. lead from left to right across the page 
towards the top corner. This is probably to be expected in a society that 
writes and numbers from left to right. where the read pages of a hook 
arc folded to the left and where the left is associated with the 
unconscious and the unknown while the right is associated with 
knowledge and clarity. 
The only exception in which the road goes in the other direction 
was drawn by a very depressed man who pictured himself as blindly up 
against an obstacle beside a black road that disappears down away to the 
left and ends in a red crash or explosion. There is no landscape only 
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bl:.u.:k clouds and rain. The descriptive quality of this unage is so 
graphk that it helped me to darify an impression that had been 
developing over the weeks the group haU been running. The image of 
the rom! and how that was depicted may he an indicator of the state of 
mind of the client and a measure of his or her stage of recovery (Figure 
22). 
While the symbolism of the open road may not be unusual in a 
country like Australia which abounds with long open roads sometimes 
the progression described by the group members is depicted in terms of 
an ascending !light of steps (figure 23). Again it may be argued that the 
inspiration for these images may have been drawn from the twelve steps 
of the Alcoholics Anonymous programme to which most of the 
participants in the group had been exposed. AA speaks of the 'road to 
recovery'. Yet. as described by C:hetwynd (p . . >57). the notion of 
ad\'anccmcnt of consciousness through stages is hasic to many systems 
of belief. It seems that underlying all of these ideas is the archetype of 
the journey as a metaphor for life and emotional maturation. The 
journey suggests a rite of separation -a need to separate from the past. 
from psychological symbiosis and unconsciousness to become one's own 
person. It represents a movement toward independence and self 
liberation. to be on this journey is to experience the anxiety that comes 
with separation. The hero who embarks on such a journey suffers 
encounters with strange characters, turning points, crossings. 
impassable barriers and holds to the notion of a special destination and a 
sacred goal. 
In the journey archetype a goal is implicit, this is also the case in 
many of the images created in the art therapy groups. Even if it could 
·17 
not ht• named tl was usually represented hy yellow or gold at the end of 
the roat.l or over the horizon. Symbolic goals nearly always refer 1t1 
some aspect of becoming the New Man. reborn and enlightened 
(Chetwynd JlJH2. p. 170). The goal itself is onen unauainahle. or 
inJcscribahlc and ultimately the process of becoming is the only goal 
worth the dforL Alfred Adler says of the goal. it gives direction. 
without it we become disoriematcd and unable to face reality. We can't 
think. feel. will or acl. without the perception of some goal. Adler 
began his career as a disciple of Freud hut broke away when he 
developed his own school of psychology which stressed the uniqueness 
with which each individual develops his own style of life fSahakian. 
I 977). 
There arc other images crealed in the art therapy groups which 
ahound with mazes. crossroads. traffic lights. stop signs. directional 
arrows and barricuJcs. The landscapes in these pictures arc often absent 
or empty wastelands. lifeless scenes of blackened stumps. There is a 
sense of deprivation. the landscape like the barren maternal breast is not 
nurturing. not conducive to growth. In The Hero's Journey 
(Cousineau. I 990) Joseph Campbell describes the wasteland as a land of 
people who arc Jiving inauthentic lives. That is. doing work they do not 
enjoy or professing Jove f .>r someone they do not actually Jove. The 
person in this silUation becomes a victim to be saved. The wasteland. he 
goes on to say can healed by the example of an authentic life (p. I 07). 
In the present case through comact with someone successful. in long 
term recovery. When a road is depicted it may appear as an open 
highway or a cobbled lane severed by seemingly impassable obstacles. 
The goal. if one is imagined at all. is forever out of reach. 
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There is nne particularly nol:.thlc 1magc in this group (f-igure 2-fJ. 
It is an inwgc of a roatl with a l"lHllpass in the mHJdlc of the page antl 
question marks aho\'c and he/ow it. There arc three red arrows pointing 
towards a grave on the !crt lnmd side of the page and on the right the 
place where the client would like to he is depicted as a blue star with 
radiating rirdt~s of cnlnur hcginning with ydlow. ~~ hlue ~trrow points 
in that Jircetion. However. there is a wall annss the fO(ld before the 
special place and on top of the wall is razor wire as the artist described 
it. Although a graphic image in itself the full import of this harrier 
became apparent when the man spoke about his image. He described 
himself as bcin2 in the middle wanting to go w the rieht but fccline 
~ - ..... - ..... 
drawn to the left. Any a!lempts on my behalf or other group members 
to get him to explore some possibilities to by pnss or overcome the 
barrier were vehementh· discounted. It seemed that he believed the 
prit.c was forbidden to him. that he \\as somchnn un\\'orthy or it and 
that he must remain in purgator~. I was rcmintlcJ of the Christian 
notion of the original sin. the burden of the shame of being 
fundamentally flawed. 
Cross Roads and Traffic Lights 
Concerning the pallerns that shape people's lin:s. consultant in 
personal growth. CarolS. Pearson ( 1989). has wrillcn ahout the heroic 
archetypes thai dominate human Jives in their journeys toward real 
maturity. 
Our experience 4uite literally is defined hy our assumptions 
about life. We make stories about the world and to a large dc~rcc 
live out their plots. What our lives arc like depends to g;cat -
extent on the scripts we consciously. or more likely. 
unconsciously. have adopted (p. xx v j. 
·I' J 
Ideal/\ at different slaf.!cs our li\ es :1rc informed ll\' diJTcrcnl 
. . . 
an.:lu:types and 111 reaching full maltll"ll) or individuutwn we will have 
experienced all lhcsc ways of hcing in I he world. However. if because 
the individual's life focus is myopic or because his or her sense of their 
own personal horizon is limitcJ. they may he unaware lhat there arc 
<llternatives. l'araumically. these archetypes arc limiting rather than 
enlightening if people become stuck with one archetype or move into 
another one at an mappropnate ume. Pearson says. "both our personal 
histories anu our culwrc inlluence which archetypes will he dominant 
in our lives" (p. xxviJ. 
i bciievc th1s stLH:kncss and or unwillingness to move on in 
recovery is further demonstrated in the goal-less images produced in 
the artthcrap) groups. The motifs in these irnugcs include mazes 
(Figure 25J and labyrinths th!!urc 2hl. obstacles. fenl'l'S. \\ails (Figures 
2 7 & 2X). cross roads. traffic lights and stop signs ( hgures 23 & 2lJ J. 
In Tilt! Ht!ro lt'ilil a 'l'lwuswul Fan·s Campbell 1 1973 l says the Ia by rinth 
is symbolic of the Jisoricnteu psyche. when in its midst "the power of 
significant affirmative action is lost" (p . ."ilJ). Like rnan) obstacles to 
change King Minos' labyrinth was of his own making. It served to 
shiclcJ him from racing the consequences of his rcrusal tn girc up his 
own self interest. All people can Jo in this situation is create new 
problems themselves and await the approach of their grudual 
disintegmtion. Whatever house is built under these circumstances will 
be a house of death lp . ."ilJJ. Minos' self illlercst was emhodied in the 
monstrous Minotaur. u creature who was 11 a victim of regressive 
impulses" (Chctwynd. llJX2. p. 255). The Minotaur rcprcscllls the dark 
side of the psychic transformation. he is devouring rather than life :tnd 
growth promoting. Yet the labyrinth can he a place of positirc 
transformation jf new anJ CfeHii\'e \\':I)'S O( thinking life devised to 
escape from one's own Jestrw..:tivc hahits. 
Cross roads appeared in a number of pictures. they were 
sometimes accompanied by stop signs and a gcncml confusion of 
imagery. When the artists spoke about these there was often a sense fJf 
them being overwhelmed or of not being able to 11 SCc their way dcar 11 • 
My own impression of these motifs is of the person being stuck at the 
cross road directionless. Unabie to make a decision on the one hand and 
on the other hand the person may be cringing in the eye of the storm 
fearful of advancine in anv direction. Chetwvnd makes an interesting 
.__ . ~ ..... 
observation in relation to the symbology of the crucifixion cross. The 
cross was considered to represent the ideal shape of man. the blueprint 
of his existence. criminals were tied or nailed lo it so as to make t/1cm 
conform to this ideal. The "punishment of a crime is often a symbolic 
solution. a compensation. mis-taken physically and literally" (p. 85). 
Perhaps these cross road images point to an element of self blame and 
self ilagellation on the pan of the artists in the belief they deserve 
punishment for the shame of not being ngood enough". The cross is also 
the sign of the martyr who embraces suffering believing it will bring 
redemption (!'carson. 1989. p. 98). It follows that these images may 
also indicate some notion of hope. crossroads suggest the existence of 
choice and of the possibility of choosing to take a new direction 
Chetwynd goes on to explain that the crucifixion is also about the 
inner experience of death, the death of the Ego. which is the necessary 
prerequisite for rel>i; !h - into the Self. It provides a route to the 
unconscious. In this aspect the cross represents the balance of !he all the 
aspects of human existence. For me there is a poignant reflection of the 
li\'l~S of man) of the people \\'ho parlil·ipalt.:d in lhc arl therapy grnup_.., 
in the following passage from Chl:twynU. 
Human nature is torn between paradise above and hell below. 
between good to the right and cvi I to the left (the two thieves), 
the intolerable paradoxes of life. the intolerable conflict of 
opposites which tear man asunder between the highest and the 
lowest. the first and last. svmbolized bv the four arms of the 
- -cross. These arc the four poles. the four extremes of life (p. 85). 
Again there is the notion of splitting appears in the images. The ego 
(the archetypal heroic Christ in us) must be able to tolerate the splitting 
and transcend it (to be resurrected). These clients need to know there is 
a rebirth in order to withstand the crucillxion and grow beyond it. 
The Disconnected Self 
There is one further group of images which appear to be saying 
something c:~hout u sense of being split. I have chosen to discuss them 
separately because I believe that the split in each case is experienced 
differently by the artists. In most cases the artists spoke about the Split 
Self images as though they felt they only had an either/or choice. 
However. in relation to the cross road images they mostly spoke of 
being lorn between a number of options usually based on other people's 
demands of them. In this last group of images the head seems to be in 
some way separate from or disproportionately large for the body. 
Often when clients spoke about these images they seemed obsessed with 
things going on in their heads, reporting depression, confusion. anger. 
and pressure (Figures I & 12). Perhaps Kohut's idea or the horizontal 
and vertical psycilie splits arc depicted in these images and the Split-Self 
1mages. 
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Many rcsl'archcrs have spoken ahoLJI the emphasis in our society 
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Nowcil Hall ( 19l-:7) cites Jung as saying thai rnany of liJc psychoiogicui 
ilis tbal ufllid 'muUcrn' people arc Uuc lo the one-sided rationalism of 
our cui lure. AUUiL:tions ihcrapisi. John Bradshaw ( 198Ra) writes at 
length about people being cut off from their true selves and being 
dominated by wlmtthcy imagine other people expect of them. In so 
doing they become isolated from their emotions. He describes how 
emotions are the energy that enables us to act effectively to take care of 
ourselves. "Emotions arc direct expressions of reality as opposed to 
thoughts which translate or analyze our experience" ip. 44). Without 
these tools that allow us to know our reality. how can we be sure what 
our needs are. let alone whether or not they arc met'' 
In a similar vein. Springham writes in terms of object relations 
theory to explain how a child's cxpcricm:c becomes split between 
primary (affective) and secondary (cognitive) process when cmntion is 
suppressed. By apparently complying with imposed environmental 
limitations the child avoids the destructive potential attributed to true 
feelings. that is, he or she docs not learn a sense of empathy. The 
consequent overdcvclopmcnt of the cognitive functions excludes and 
discounts the emotional experience and leads to the development or a 
"false self" as opposed 10 the true self. This false self is equivalent to 
Bradshaw's "public self" a sense of self related to other people's 
expectations. In all cases where writers and researchers refer to the 
existence of a false self', a public self', or an inauthentic self they couple 
this with the idea of' existence feeling empty. The artist who created the 
image reproduced in Figure 30 spoke about his own lack or 
authenticity. It would appear that Springham. the object rclationists, 
Bradshaw and Kohut are all talKing :1hout somcthin!! very similar lo 
( 'amphcll's wasteland. As ( 'ampbcll points out behind the mask which 
dominates and charat:tcriscs the .)'tor ~Y'ars rigurc of Darth Vader ''you 
sec an unformed mun, one who has not developed asH hum<Jn 
individual. What you sec is a pitiful son of undiiTcrcntiatcd face .. 
Danh Vader has not developed his humanity" ( Howcrs, 19XH. p. 144). 
In this chapter. I have distinguished a number of themes that have 
recurred in the art work under review, discussed them in the light of 
their symbology. and related them to a number of psychological 
theories. This has served to demonstrate that there is a consistency in 
the themes that is supported by a number of different frameworks both 
symbolic and psychological. I have looked at the significance of colour 
to people in general and some of the ways it can be used symbolically. 
Black or absence of colour in the work produced early on in recovery 
was linked lO feelings of confusion and a lack of a sense of selL Like 
Chickerneo. I have found yellow to be particularly important in the 
images of those in early recovery. In her analysis of themes in art 
work. Chickerneo notes. yellow the colour of creativity is. among other 
things. associated with the dawn of hope which allows the imagining of 
new possibilities. There was often a light at the end of the lllnnel, 
images of roads occurred where there wus some sense of progression. 
The Split-Self images were discussed at length in relation to self 
psychology, object relations theory, indecision and the notion of the 
threshold in the mythological journey as a symbol of transformation. 
They were also linked to the Dionysian archetype of dismemberment 
and its association with chemical dependency and the struggle of 
opposites. It was established that there were two other types of images 
dealing with different experiences of the split. There wen.: those mwges 
associated with the cross road which had overtones of the martyr and 
meeting the demands of others. and there were those imG~ges of a split 
that had to do with a sense of there being a rift hetwecn the mind and 
the feelings. Jt was also shown that there were a number of themes 
which coincide with the lack of commitment to change. These included 
images of "the island paradise". described by Neil Springham (1'.!92) as 
indicative of a yearning for the peace of pre-ambivalence and other 
goal-less images. 
Throughout this section I have made a number of references to 
mythology especially in the context of the myth of the heroic journey. 
In the next section I will focus more specifically on the mythic in 
relation to the human condition and to the theme of transformation 111 
the conte,'\t of the images and the hero's journey. 
TilE HEROIC .JOIJRNEY 
In the simplest human societies mythology is the leX I of the riles 
of passage: in the writings of the Hindu. Chinese. and Cireek 
philosophers (as of all who have ever read them) mythology is ihc 
picture language of metaphysics. The first function is not violated 
hy the second blll extended; both harmoniously bind man. the 
growing animal. to his world. simuliancously in its visible and in 
its transcendent aspects. Mythology is the womb of mankind's 
initiation to life and death (Campbell. 1972a. p. 51). 
Thus. Joseph describes the fundamental role of myths in the 
cxplicalion of human developmental experience. The more I looked al 
the images and heard the c!ienls talk abouilhcm ihe more I was 
convinced thai they could be linked to the hero's journey. They spoke of 
journey's lo be undenakcn. hazards lo be overcome. decisions 10 be 
made al crossroads and ideal slaiCs In be achieved. These things all 
cuntrihutcd to the growing impression o( a hcigtHcncd heroic quest. At 
the same Lime. I became increasingly aware of the profound change 
these people were going to have to undertake. r-:or many it meant having 
to change their whole way of life and lo re-cvalualc their beliefs and 
attitudes. It would have to be a transformation of mythic proportions. 
This is not 10 say the occurrence of such imagery is exclusive lo I his 
clienl group. We all engage in the hero's journey. But il may be thai the 
heroic journey motif is especially heightened for these clients or the 
challenge lo lake up the call of the journey may be. for some. the firs! 
lime lO consciously lake on such a qucsl. 
The more I considered the hero's journey as a slruclurc and a 
metaphor for transformation towards individuation or self-acllwlisalion. 
the more convinced I became of its relevance lo what was happening for 
these people. Especially in relation lo lhc idea of symbolic death and 
rebirth. overcoming monsters. and facing individual strengths and 
weaknesses. Hewing a goal not nlways in concrete l'orm but a symbolic 
prize. a signifier or some transcendent state. My observations suggested 
that there is a pattern of the journey for people who misuse substances. 
In other words. it is not so much that the journey motif is exclusive to 
this population, though it may indeed be an enhanced and particularly 
powerful metaphor to which these clients arc drawn. The archetype 
emerged from this group of substance misuscrs without prompting and 
manifested certain identifiable features in the imagery. The question 
arises as to whether this may be distinctly different from the way it 
manifests in other clinical populations. 
At about this time I contacted Linda Gantt, an American art 
therapist and researcher who had recently completed research in which 
she had looked at how pathology is reflected in the forms of the art 
work. From her quantitati,·c stance she warned me against being 
seduced by the content of the work because it is notoriously subject to 
the influence of prevailing ideas, such as the twelve step Alcoholics 
Anonymous model. 
For a while I was plunged into despondency. I thought perhaps I 
was too naive, that I had been seduced and was left with only the shell of 
an idea. Perhaps it was only an illusion that there was any significant 
similarity between the metaphors my clients had used to describe the 
way they saw themselves. 13tH as I continued to reflect on the idea of a 
link between the notion of journey and the AA programme the more 
positive I became. Of course people pick up on lhemcs prevailing within 
their cultural milieu. Isn't that why songs nhout love arc ulwuys populur, 
why successful TV programmes of'lcn have a prcdiclllhlc plot, why ud 
men can make advertising work. There nrc universal t/Jcn1cs und 
metaphors tl1:11 arc readily recognised and utilised by the members & a 
particular eulturc. How many movies arc based on the idea of the heroic 
, " . ~. . .• . 
quest. and the strU!'glc against the forces of evil. How many generations 
of Americans were sustained on the myth of the Evil Empire. Joseph 
Campbell spoke of the S!tlr Wt~rs series as an example of an archetypal 
heroic journey in which the hero sought integration of the intellect and 
the spirit through a metaphorical reconciliation with his father 
(F/owcrs./988. 144). 
I found my self asking a question similar to that asked by Otto 
Rank. At the end of the day. when all the theories have been ICsted and 
suhstallliated as to why and how the blue print of the heroic journey 
myth has been successfully transported from culture to culture and 
continent to continent. II'C arc still Jcl't with the fundamental question. 
Where did the original myth come from'! Why is the AA model so 
universally acceptable'! Is it's appeal just coincidental? Or docs it. like 
the the myths Olio Rank describes, rcflccl funuamcnta/ pallcrns of 
human thought? Theories of migralion and horrowing from an orip)nal 
communily merely beg the question of the source of the original 
prototype (Rank. /964, p. 5). As Rank says. 'even granting the 
migration of all myths. the origin of the J'irst myth would still have to 
be explained' (p. 6). Perhaps the moocl is transferable from place 10 
place and lime to time because it strikes a chord already present in the 
psyche of the group. There is a resonance, a need is answered. Is it 
surprising then, that AA, a popular, und by most accounts relatively 
successful, model for change and transformntion, should follow a time 
honoured blue print for self renewnl'l 
Carl .lung and Jungian mwlysts bclic\·c nwst aspects of hunwn 
heha\'iour ser\'c specific roles in the maintenance of spiritual. 
psydmlogical and physical health. Joseph Campbell says. "the .Jungian 
unconscious is based on a biological point of view. The energies that 
inform the body arc the energies that inform our drcamsn (Cousineau. 
1990. p. 4:i). Dreams arc the metaphorical language by which the 
unconscious communicates with the conscious mind. and in turn. the 
imagination forms a vital link between the heart and the mind. Campbell 
goes on to describe how the collective unconscious is informed by the 
energy of our shared biology and that it is out of this that mythic 
S) mbols arc born . 
. . . Myth is a picture language. but the language has to be studied 
to be read. In the first place. this language is the native speech of 
dream. But in the second place. it has been studied. clarilicd. and 
enriched by the poets. prophets. and visionaries of untold 
millenniums .... /Who/ were not bad scientists making 
misstatements about the weather. or neurotics rem.Jing dreams into 
the stars. but masters of the human spirit teaching a wisdom or 
death and life (Campbell. 1972a. p . .l.lJ. 
Is it any wonder. in an age such as ours where myth has been 
eroded, that a series of epic adventures set in the distant future in 
unknown star systems should have wide popular appeal. The link Luke 
Skywalker forged after hauling with the master of the dark forces, 
Darth Vader, in the Star Wars 1i'i/o,;y was achieved in the colllcxt of 
his own myth. A myth that Joseph Campbell suggests is designed to 
harmonise the mind and the body. By living the myth a harmony is 
established between the mind and the body which supports a way of life 
that lies in accord with the dicllltes of the individual's environment. 
Mythology, like fantasy and irnuginntion, heal the splits hetwccn mind 
. and body, good and bnd nnd nil sorts of other opposites. The crcntil'c 
process out of which myths arise. requires the mobilisation of 
"contradictory but llllllually rcciprocal qualities" and in itself is healing 
tCioruon. llJ78. p. 130). Bill Moyers the journalist who interviewed 
Campbell in the television series Joseph Cll!nphe/1: the /'ower of Myth 
1 19R8) describes myth as "an interior road nwp of experience. drawn by 
people who have tmvcllcu it" (p. xvi). Awareness of the myth docs not 
ensure the success of the journey. it just shows thai it is possible. that 
others have undertaken it. When personal stories arc recounted in the 
context of Alcoholics Anonymous meetings the heros and heroines of 
earlier baules with addiction show those beginning on the journey it is 
possible to prevail. They have returned with the elixir. 
It is easy. in reading these discussions of myths as metaphoric 
explanations of the process of human psychic and spiritual development. 
to fall into the trap of assuming that each person undergoes a Jinc:u 
progression from one end of their story lo the other. Writer .Joseph 
Henderson ( 1968) notes. as part of the ego's rise to effective conscious 
action. the hero-dragon bailie may have to be fought and refought to 
li bcmte energy for the multitude of human tasks that can form a culture 
pallern out of chaos (p. 118). Every new phase of development 
throughout an individual's life is accompanied by a repetition of the 
original connie! between the claims of the Self und the claims of the 
ego. 
Carol Pearson ( 198l)) elaborates on I his theme, working within a 
Jungian framework and building on the work of Joseph Cnmphcll she 
proposes n scheme which describes how our lives nrc dominnlcd by si.\ 
urchclypcs or pallcrns of existence 111 different singes of our lil'es nnd 
how ideally we should come In he nhlc In illiC!Jrulc nlllhcsc uspccls of 
uursdres thrnugh having li\·ed cach onc. /\:arson Jcscribcs growth :1~ a 
spiral toward wholeness. /.ike the other blueprints for dmngc to be 
discussed further on her model speaks of a cone or three-dimensional 
spiral. In this case the qucstcr circles uround the ever increasing 
circumference as if climbing up out of a pit towards the light. The spiral 
concept is not merely a product of late twentieth century thought. a 
nineteenth century engraving illustrating The l 1i1J;rim\ Progress 
(Sharrock. 196)) depicts the pilgrim. Christian's. journey towards the 
Celestial City as a spiral path. Each stage has its own lesson to teach us. 
and we recncounter situations that throw us back into prior stages so 
that we may learn and relearn the lessons at new levels of intellectual 
and emotional complexity and subtlety (Pearson, p. 13). 
We carry with us the lesson of each stage into the next. and when 
we do so. its meaning is transformed. but the lesson itself is not 
lost or outgrown (Pearson. p. 15 ). 
Campbell ( 1972b) outlines the function of myth as being initially 
to prepare the immature psyche for the transition to maturity and then 
to move the youth beyond childhood. or the second womb. to become a 
competent adult functioning rationally in his or her present world (p. 
216). Campbell believes our religious and other institutions have been 
systematically eroding our mythic structures and discouraging authentic 
maturation over possibly the last five hundred years and certainly the 
last three hundred years since the industrial revolution. 
Misbirth is possible from the mytlwlogicul womb ns well us from 
the physiological: there cun be udhesiuns, mnlformutions, 
urrcstutions, etc. We cull them neuroses and psychoses. lienee we 
lind toduy.urter some live hundred ycurs of the syslcnmlic 
dismembermcnl und rejection uf the mylholugicnl organ of our 
species, nlllhc sud young men, for whom life is u pmhlcm. 
Mylhology !cuds the libido inln cjln·symonic chunncls, whercus 
neurPsis separates the imhridual i'rom h1s lcllo\\s :.111d connects 
him with his own inrantile images (Campbell. J<J72a. p. )9). 
In considering the !\ituation in which the individual or the society 
lwve lost their myth writer David Adams Leeming { I<JXI I suggests. 
It is when \\'Close our ahilitv to reel the nwthic that \\'Close 
• • 
contact with that which is most hasically and universally human. 
In a real sense a society loses its soul when it can no longer 
experience myth {p . .'i). 
Yet despite alienation from our own mythology. we seem to 
instinctively understand the importance of a people's mythology to their 
well being and have endeavoured to rob those we have sought to 
dominate or this most precious possession. Is it any wonder that many 
young people today. and many dispossessed peoples like the Australian 
Aboriginals and the Nati\'c Americans. arc attempting to restore their 
spiritual wholeness through the usc of chemicals'! It can llc argucJ that 
the sub culture of illicit drug usc offers a mythology. riwals and rites nf 
passage that arc missing in much of mainstream contemporary wcs1crn 
life. 
Without myth there is no pallcrn for making the transition from 
one stage of life to an<>lhcr. riles of passage arc eroded. there is no 
initiation into the inner circle. There is no vision of LhL' lloly Grail and 
without a destination the prospect of cmharking on njourncy without 
any sense or direction is more than most can endurL'. I urn reminded of 
the 1992 version of the movie C/rrislop/l<'r Co/uml>u.- in whidt the 
intrepid explorer hns ongoing trouble convincin)! his L'rew to cuntinu.r 
the journey into the unknown. lie nlune hmln vision of where he wanted 
togo: the othen; followed hlindly nut convinced of thL' ,·ulidity c•f 
{ 'nlurnbus's theory. Thl'Y rcurcd ohln ion or annihilatiOII ;,, the ~np of 
Sllllll' imaglllcd hut llJHll.llllcHhlc monster as they sailed over the edge of 
thl.' world. For the crew there was no personal mission. no Holy (irail. 
Similarly. in lhe Greek epic l'lrt' Orlr1wr. Odysseus' crew were 
unprepared for lhe I'Oyage !heir leader was undertakin~. The vision and 
I he quesl bclongcu 10 Oc.Jysseus. lhc crew were losl along lhe way. The 
poim of lhese slories is for 1he mdividual In idenlify wilh lhe <JUCSI and 
know lhal !here reallv is somclhin~ wonh search in£ for which can 
. - -
change anu lransform lhc experience of living (C:helwynd. 19S2. p. 
2.10). There musl be a 1rus1 in lhe no1ion of resurreclion aflcr 
crucilixion anu rcbinh al'icr dealh. Btll 1he person musl be ready In 
make lhe journey. In achieving lhe lransformalion. in becoming a hero 
or a heroine. we undertake the cxtraordinan task of d\'in2 to our 
. . . 
current. local selves and being rchorn to our t.:ll·rnal schcs (ltnuslon. 
1992. p. I h). Oc.l)Sseus' rrewmcn represerllcd r<·gresscd anu rec.Junuanl 
aspecls of himself. as I hey were losl he gradually c.Jivesleu himself of his 
old self. Surely I his is precisely I he lask <>f I he aduicl in recovery. 10 
allow immalurc regressive allillldes lo dil' and 10 fosler illl' ne11. Dcalh 
and rcbirlh is anolher archclype relcvmn 10 lhis populalion. 
( 'amphell uses lhe mclaphor of I he marsupial hirlh lo des<'rilll' 
human psychic dcvelopmenl. Hrsl the inlimt is hnrn only partly limned 
into u pouch or dosed environment were hodily needs nrc la.kcn l'llfC of. 
In humnn lcrms this is childhond. where lhc youug person r<'<luir,•s 
ongoing cure. After rcnching Jlhysicnlnmlllrity. the indi1·idtml rnu>t 
undergo 11 second birthing lilllnwcd hy n Jlf<l<'css olrnnturutinu of the 
psyche durmg which the parts of the indil'hhml urc fully· intcgmtcd 
tl972h. fl· .ll ltJ. The duwning of full fl~)dli•· uml clllnliunalllll nrcncs.~ 
may he JW less painful than the original. physical hirth. Joseph 
Henderson ( 196X) suggests that the hero myth is the first sta.gc in the 
differentiation of the psyche tp. 1201. Perhaps the diems I c:unc into 
contact with arc :.Ill meted to the journey motif hccausc they me at a 
critical point where they can take a first step towurd 
diffcrcntiation/imtividuation lhat they have not taken successfully 
he fore. 
An extension of the <..~nalogy may give a clue to understanding the 
process the newly recovering chemically dependent will ha\e to 
undergo. After a metaphoric rebirth into sohriet~ the pcr~on must hc,gin 
to rehuild a new more mature persona ;ndcpendcnt of chemicals and 
allow old ways of being to die. An awareness or the blue prints for 
change set out in the heroic myths may make it less daunting for the 
newly rcco\·ering addict to Ia\' familiar hut infantile JlltH.Jcis a"ildc. 
Comparing Some Models of ( 'lmnge 
In the early pari of this chapter. I described how I came to realise 
that the Twelve Step plan developed hy Alcohol irs Anonymous ma\ he 
based on the same archetypal frame work as the myth of the hero's 
journey. This lead me to make some mon.· connections '' hich promptc.:J 
me to consider the literature relating to models of chan2c and In othL·r 
treatment programmes. I set out to explore the possihlc occurrence of 
more parallels between the different models and the hcroie journc\ 
myth. 
As outlined earlier in the literature rc\'icw. the sociallcarnin!! 
model of addiction is based on the premise that a t>erson's pancrn of 
substance use is not explained hy ~nv simple rcductionist formula of 
,,, 
disl·ase. moral hankruptn. or htl'k of will power. l<athcr it L"i dc\cnhcd 
within a complc\ dvnanuc irucr:K'Iion of the pcr\on's flhvsil:;tl and 
lh\Thnl<lt!ical statt·. the cullural and social ern· ironment in which thcv 
find thcmsdn:s and the c.:haractcrlstics nf the substance. That is the 
suhjcdin .. · druc C\Pl'ricnc.x j.,. \CCil as a product of the intcrartion nf the 
scltwha! rs happcnin!! inside the nc.~rsnn's skin). the _,..cllint.!' 
(ell\ ironmcnll and the substance. Our nf this holisric thinkin1? comes the 
O.CiiL·f thotl treatment musl he tailored tn lhc ncclls of the nu.li,·idu<il on 
all fc, cis. 
lhc abandonment of rcductinnist approaches to suhstanrc usc has 
implication"' lt,r attitude' to\\an.J trcatmcnl. \\"nhm the o;ocictllcarnine 
model it rs no lon~cr suf1ic1cnt to sc.aJlCEoat one aspect of an mdividual\ 
usc. Hl"cause lht• mclf.k·l acb.no\\ lcth!cs ~uh~tw1cc w.t· h a complicated anJ 
Jll'f\onnal L'\rx·riL'Ilt ....... 11 1· ... Jnapnn\flrlaiL' ~o l·all nn nnh one trl·atrncnt for 
all llldl\ 1dual' or. 10 fact. to onh oflcr one tn·aum:nt lot thl· 111dl\ idual. 
In th1..; intellccluaiL·hmalt.'. fl'!'>L'archcr-. in the area of addJclrh· 
l>t'ha\ iourand chan2c. J<~mcs Pr<x-hasb <~nd ! ·.,rio DiClemente 1 19Xf>l 
proposed the need for a ... ·omprchensiH· rnndd ol chane.c. :\ model 
which moved beYond parochi:1l approachL'S to treatment and allowed for 
the intc!!Tatinn of di\crsc \\Stems of flS\t:hntfll'r.ap\. In the dncloprncnt 
of I heir model the\ make nn apolo!!ics for us cnmrlt.:"\itY. st:atin!.!. "the 
davs of scarchin!! for s!mplc snlutinns to nm1plc\ prnhlcms should he 
behind us" (p. 4). 
·r·hcir "transthcorclical" approach prnrx1scs ;1 thrcc·dimcnsJtlnal 
model I hat intceralcs slaecs. processes omd lc\t:ls of ... ·han!!t.". l11s of a 
C\'clic rc1thcr than linc:u conlieur.:llinn In an·nunl fur rdallSc.s anJ a 
more d\·namic rno\'cmenl hc1wccn sla!!cs.. In the f1rs1 JimL·n.,.lnn thL· fj, c 
.stag,.;s irnpl\' the lc\'cl of rommitmcnt the indi\'idual has In makin!! 
dmnce and the intervclllions amllcarninl.!s most re:u.Jilv undertaken at 
cad1 Jc,·cJ. In the second dimension Prochaska and I Ji ( 'lcmcntc con"ii<.lcr 
ten nroccsscs of dl<lfl!!C. In the thir<J dimension live distinct htll inter, 
rclalcll lc\·cfs of ps\'rholn!!ical prnhlerns arc addressed. The model 1s an 
alh.-nlfll In addrrss the issue of nrohlcrnatic substance usc on all lc\'cl'\ of 
a person's hcin1!. That is in thl· contexl of heh;n·iour. col!nition. 111 tcnns 
of the famih and t:lllturc. and in terms of intmpcrsonal conflict. 
Prochaska and Di< ·remcnle echo Pearson\ c I'JlN1 scntimcnls 
l·onccrnin!! the need to look hc\ond a mere hncar pro1!rcssion hmards 
wholeness. rile\ arc al pains In emphasise their model is three 
dimensional and dvnamic. I hat people can nunc around and hack\\ anJ:-; 
thnlu!!h lhc process of change and acroum fnr rcl<tJhc ... -, he\ ..,U!!f!e"t 
fllr effect!\ e inllT\ erllion to taJ..e phtn: thl· llll"rapi .. t ... hnuld umlt.:r...totnJ 
where !ttl' dit:rn 1s 111 the pnx·c ....... ·1 hn propose Jllll.'rcnt la"J.." an: hl·..,t 
mtrnducetl and undcnakcn at p:lrlil·uhtr ..,;ta!!c ... 
lnitialh I ''as auractetlto this mndcl hccausl· It proposed thttl an 
awareness of the client's sta2c of chan!!c was imrlnf1ant in implcmcntin!.! 
effective lrc.atmcnl. In this it echoed part of Ill\ nri2inal interest in 
workin!! with the art work produced in the f!roups. I felt there mav he 
some relationship hctwccn the tVJJC of mctanhor used h\ the client to 
descrihc how they felt and saw themselves and the likelihood of them 
maintainim! ahstincncc for a si!!nificant period. I hcl·amc e\citcd ~IS I 
found out more about this concept and hc!!onl to recognise familiar 
pallcrns. 
"" 
1\s I read Proch<Jska ami IJJ( 'lcmcnlc\ acn>Ulll nr the _o.;t:u.!cs ol 
chance I rcro!!lliSCd a dcscnpiHlll ol the hero's Jotlrncv. alhcit 111 more 
pr..u!rnatit~ terms than perhaps ( 'amphcll or .luni! would usc to rctclllhc 
mnhs ol more ancJcnt and romantic lllncs. I he terms. thoul!h. arc 
appropriate tor a world whrch \·alucs climcal :md cnwirical arlf'JI\'srs and 
where the fmrncwork 1s 'st'lcntifJC'. It represents a rationalistic world 
Yic'' which overlooks the spmtual and emphasises the rmnd cspccrallv. I 
hccmnc aware that <met· aemn I he archct\·pal o.;torv hall hccn reshaped 111 
a fonn rhat w:-.s rck,·ant and an.:cptahlc. mdccd usefuL to the current 
tune and place. Lrkc hveonc heros such as ( Jd\'sscus. Jason. the rnlerrm 
l·hrostmn and the ~rophct ..\hraham. the .-\t\ mcrnhcr and the chent 
workmc WJthm this lransthcorcucal model of chan!!c ha\·c a number ol 
labours or tasks tn complete and challcn!!C-" to meet 
AI l'ach sta!!t.' the hcru or pll!!nm. lriJ\ cllm~ 111 ''hat c\·cr !!Uisc. 
laces spccatJc tnals and tnhulaiHIJlS and 111 mcctlll!! lhc challcne.c learns 
new nnucs. 2rcatcr sell ~marcncss and IJC\\ stratc!!Jcs. I he state hdnrc 
one embarks on the roumcv Pearson dcscnhcs as one of innocence. I he 
Innocent. she sa\·s. cxrsts m thl' prclallcn slalc ol !!race. as perhaps 
Adam and love existed rn the (iarden of Ioden. It IS this state S~rm~ham 
( llJlJ2' sU2!.!CSis that the substance mJsuscr rna\· he ancmptine to return 
tn throue.h mtoxicallon. A place \Vhcrc hhss 1s not challcn2ctl hv 
amhi\·alenee. hy the knowlcd~c of ~ood :md en I. ···1 he ~romise of a 
return to the mythic Edenic state is one of the most ~owerful forces in 
human life" (Pearson. p. 2h). 
When the lnnoccnl is casl out. orphanetl. wounded. his or her 
trust is shattered. "The orphan's fear of pain and sulfcrinu is seen as I he 
inevitable underside ol a dcfinilion of safet\· thai assumes thai lilc should 
he onlv plcasurahlc und cas\·" (!'carson. p. h). II ere JS another echo of 
the addu..·t's hciJcf 111 his or her n~hl to mwnta111 the hllss of prc-
amhivalcrK·c. Pearson states. it is the ( )rphan who inillallv mav attempt 
to mask despair. and cvnicism with addicuon hut who must come to 
admit and feel pain. then mourn. 
\Vithin the framework of AA. akohoiJc~ mJnut thcv ha\"c a 
problem. akohol is not a sohHion. their lives arc out of control. and rn 
their current state thcv arc powerless. Their rcco\·cn· depends on them 
accepting self rcspons1hdirv. \VIllun the transthcorctJGtl model the 
contemplator bc2ins to think ahout possrhilrtrcs lor chanuc nnd hcgms to 
accept rcsponsihilit\' for choices made rn the past and to he made 111 the 
future. Accordin2 to Joseph ( 'arnphcll. the \'O\"~H!C of transfnrmatJon. 
alwavs he2ins with the call and the stof\ hcgu1s when the call r.;,; 
answered. The Orphan acknowlcd!:!CS ~rieL the hero nsks d1.:ath 111 I he 
undcnvorld. the AA memhcr accepts that alcohol can no! mask p~un or 
ahsoi\'C them of responsohilit\·. 
The hero's answer to the call is rcframcd in Prochaska and 
DiClemente's dcscriptJOn of a r>erson's mo\·cmcnt from the addicted Ilk 
of the "prccontcrnnlator" to the stace of "colllemplallon" where lhcrc J'i 
a desire lOr chanec and an openness to educaoon and r~t·vaJuati011 of 
themselves and their \'alues. The lirst steps ol the AA ·1 wei ,·e Step 
programme arc echoed where the indi\'idual rcco!?.nises his or her 
present situation is untcnahlc and that there is a frame of reference 
Jarecr than their own. a hi!!hcr power. They accept lhe need to t'\amJnt· 
themselves critically and thatlhcy may need help to make change. 
lnsi2ht and undcrslanding arc critical for further pro!:!ress (Prochaska 
and DiClemente. p. 23 ). 
( 'ampbcll's model ol the hero's ad\'l:uturc. like Pearson's and 
l'r<lrhask.a and l>r( 'lementc's Jlltldcls ll)f !!l"l,wth and chance. can he 
Ocscnhcd as a spiral path which mav take the hero helow the threshold 
of ad\'cnturc a m.unhcr of times. fhc adventure mav take anv one of a 
numher of forms. each one dcSH!ned to test different nspccts oJ the 
person's hcin2. The hero mav Hrri\'e at the threshold of advcniUre 
through his own volition. Wllh some .assrstancc. or he or she rnav he 
dellOsrtcd tht~re lw some precrrmaunu fat·tor. Just so the client may 
arrl\·c at the ( 'Dl r because he or she has made a dccrsron to chanl!e. 
through the assrstancc amJ encounu!cment of tamrlv. fncmJs or a 
Jlrofcssronal hcalth\Hlrkcr or hccause the\ ha\·c been referred from a 
dning our sheller. or the courts ha\'c demanded thcv seck treatment 
\\'hat c\·er the case it is up to the rndi\'idual whether or not I he\· choose 
to tmrsue rchahilitntron. or as rn the case ol the hero. cross the threshold 
to ac.hl·nture. 
Accordim! to Prochaska and D1< 'lcmcntc. as people move rnto the 
next sta!!c. or action phase. the\- must lake rcsr)(lnsihilitv and come 'to 
hclicvc rhat thcv ha,·e the autonomv to chan!!c the1r li\-cs'. Similarlv hv 
!he seventh step of the twelve steps AA mcmhcrs arc called lo action and 
expected to do the "leg work". Havin!! hecorne aware of how the\· thrnk 
and feel they now deal with the1r hehaviour. Just as AA emphasises the 
need to draw coura2c. strcn2th and hope from one's Hi!!hcr Power so 
Prochaska and DiCicmcnle stress the client's need lor outside support 
and umlerstandin~ lhrou~h this risk filled phase. 
Within the context of the hero's journey. ha\'in!!' managed to deal 
with !he threshold .cuardian the adven!Urer IS suhjected lo a munher ol 
lfials or tests some of which arc threaten in!! while others l!ivc ma~1cal 
~1id. At each encounter there 1s new lcarnilll! and i!rowth 111 sell 
awareness for the tra\'cllcr. Within the transthcorclical approach II IS a 
phase where there is a raisin!.! of consciousness and a self-reevaluation in 
the areas nf allcct and coenition. It reuuires cl1ents to assess which 
values the\' will tr\' to aclllalize. to act on. and to make real. ( 'Jicnts rna\ 
also need lo assess which values they will lei die (Prochaska & 
Dit'lemcme. 1\!Xh. p. '!). II is also a lime of sclf-liocralion. that IS 
dc1'clopin2 "the hclicf th:ll one's own efforts plav a crnical role in 
succcedine in the face of diflicult situations (p. 10). There is a learning 
to utilise helpone rclalionslups. 
Like Pearson's thcon. the transthcorct1cal model ol cham!c 
Jlroposcs that successful mamtenance of the chan!!CS huilds on each of 
the processes lhat ha\'c come hclorc. It rcqmrcs assessment of relapse 
conditions and of c..·opll1!.! stratC!!ICS. a\\arcncs..; (lf scll-defcal!n!! defence:-; 
and patholo2Jcal patlcrns ol response. It IS SU!H!esh.:d that "perhaps most 
Important is the sense that nne IS hccom1n1! mort· of the kmd of person 
one wams to he" I Prochaska & Do Clemente. p. II ). I sec :o remarkable 
somilarill' octwcen this and the cxplan:lloon ol the lclllh step 111 the AA 
model. This requires that 
you take mvcntorv of yourself daily. c\afllllllng vour lhnU!!hts. 
fcclin2s. and actions. \Vhen you goof. when vou create a prohlcm. 
when \'OU prove \'OU arc :0 fallible human bcin~. VOU fi\ lhC 
problems as quickly as you can and lo the best of your abilities. 
This frees vou lo make mur primarY focus that of spiriw:ol 
2f0Wlh in vour recovery (I iorski. 1\JX'I. p. 4()). 
For the hero on his or her m\'thic quest lhc moment of triumph IS 
realised in the healing of splils. in the union of opposilcs. the sacred 
marria2c. rcco.e:nition h\' the falhcr-crcator or lhc hero's apolhcosi~. 
!() 
. llllflllSICa/1\' I( IS an l'\(lai1SIOI1 oJ COilSCHHISilCSS and thcrcwllh OJ hCIII~ 
(lllu 1111 nation. Ira ns l1!! u ra 11 on. freedom) 1 I ':1111 phcll. I 'J7 .I. fl. 246 ). 
t\cconlin~ to the transthcorctical model people need to "hclicvc thcv 
have the autonomy to clmnc.c their Jives in key wavs. Y ct thcv :~I so need 
tn acccJl( that t:ocn:ion is as much a part of hfc as is mllonom\'" 
il'rochaska & IJil "lcmcmc. fl. I OJ. All lhc models 111 some wav address 
the ISSUe that tht· life traveller needs to he a hie to accommodate paradox. 
As Spnn2ham 11992) savs. lhc chcmlcallv depcndenl person needs to 
rome to terms wilh thc1r (lWO amhi,·alcm:c towards their "iuhslancc nl 
choice hcr'ore the\ can mo\'c on. 
lmcreslin2h. Bolen 1 I 'JX'JJ 111 her discusSion ol I he dasSJcal 2<><ls 
as. archctvpcs nl ncrson:1h1v SU2!!csts that DIOO\"SU\ the !!0(1 oJ wme ;tnd 
ccstas\ 1s rnllucnual m those '' ho arc prom: 1o dJcmiG:tl tll-pcndcnn. 
I<cmiiiiSCCilt ol till' nna!!cf\ oJ IIH: \\ a:-.tdaw.l -..he "'"' ... thc..,c JlCoplc nllcn 
lc4..·l •· mauthcrHil..~. IJIOil\ sus 1s the l'lerm•l :u.Jok,l·cnl he \\as orpham:d In 
h1s mnlhcr and rnnscqucnth sullcrcd mcons~-;rcnl nurrunn~ and a Jack. 
of cmpalhv. lie is an archcl\pe of 1111cnsc oppoSJics. conscqucmlv 1he 
ltl'c of Diunysmn pcrsonalilrcs IS chamctcnscd hv the slfU!!Clc wllh 
paradox and OflflOSilcs lhal C\ISI wilhm. Bolen emphasiSeS lh:u lhcsc 
llcrsnnahllcs need more lhan most In llCl"nlllc the hero amJ make lhc 
journcv into the underworld. In this Bolen surmnns nw nnprcssmn of 
1hc imfl(lrtancc of lhe heroic ,ournc\· mollllor lhis chcm !!roUp. WhJISI 
we all 20 throueh the hero's journcv it seems it is more crucml in some 
sienificant wavs lOr lhis population. The <tllestrnn remains as 10 wh\' I his 
IS SO. 
The ultimalc lask of lhc client cmhark~ng on the process of chan!!c 
is lo mo••c l>cvond lhe dynamic rcvoh·in!! door svslcm which includes 
II 
the possihtlll\ ol JliO\"iiH! in and out of rchtpsc tiS well a ... through lhc 
uthcr plwscs. 1ntn. what 1s known as. tcrnunatJon. AI thts stal!C the 
nri!!IO<:I prohlcmatic hchannur is no lon!!cr an Jssuc and the person 
dc\'clops the capacil\' tn adapt In normal c\·crvda\' life ctnd to lhrCiiiCnHH! 
silualions iK:O!>I:on & S:odock. II.J<JI. fl. II.IJ. This JS whal ncrsorwlil,. 
thconst. t\lbcn Bandura. the mator proponent ol lhc socJHI lcarmnc 
school. dcscnh.:s as .\t•// ~·/Jinu-r. 
AA cmphas1scs the disease model ol addtction whrt·h SU!!!!CSts th~tl 
one must rcmam m mamtcnancc C\ cr '1 !!tlant aeamsl relapse. Howe' cr. 
:-,acps t:Jcvcn and fwclvc do SU!!!!CSI a -;tate nl mlc!!'ralmn m \\ hrch there 
ts a "sptrnuaJ awa~cmn!!". a mdtcal lr..lllslormatiOn or du.mec 111 
rerceplion. aniludc. and rersonalil\ 1 r>. -111. ·1 hrs rs J)crh:otl' more akrn 
10 the J<o!!cnan concept ol acluallsallnn. or Jum!laJl 1dca ol mUI\ 1dua11on 
llwn HanUura's more pra!!mauc 'It'\\_ 
The final message ol AA IS that the I'' cln: ~tcp pnncullc~ 'ihould 
be practiced in all one's affairs and that one should carrv the mc$SH~c to 
other recovering people. 1\1 the end nl I he hcrmc rournc\. I he hero 
returns to restore a fair and honest regime m the kingdom. As 
Henderson ( I'JX6) explains. each indindual hears a culllrral 
rcsponsibilitv as well as needing to address lhc rnanv ~1snccts ol Ius or 
her own mullili•ccled life. Camphcll emphasises I he return is a nlal J)arl 
of the journeY. the cycle musl be compleicd. The boon or elixir of lilc 
musl he brouehl back lo lmnsfonn lhe wasleland. to make il ferlilc. II 
may be diflicull lo re-cross lhe threshold. hrin~in~ hack the hoon and 
havin.e it accepted into cvcrvda~· life can he as hard as scllin!.! nUl at· ross 
lhc lhrcshold to hegin wilh. Similarly. manv rccn\'erine addrcl.< nllcn 
t·ncourllcr resistance armHl!.! their frrends and lamrlv who f'ind it dillirult 
to ;.ll:cl!p[ the ch<.IIH!CS in their I nend or rclallon. 
Brin2.i1H! the 2.ifl to rntc2,ratl! it into a rational life is very 
difficult. It is even more difficult than coing down into lhe 
undcn\'orld. \\'hat nllr have to hrin1! hack is somcthin1! that the 
wurltllacks ~ whid1 is why you went to get it· and lacking it. the 
world docs nol know I hal il needs il I( Jshnrn. I'J<J I. n. X I) 
The returned hero. h\' hrs or her \'er\' existence offers a chalh·n2c 
to others tn make the journc\ and this ma\' he rcscmcd. One role of the 
counsellor willun lhc rchaholilallon scllin2 oslo nrcnarc lhc clicmlor 
the pressure their erstwhrlc suhstancc usm!! colk·a!!ucs will c:xcrt 10 han· 
lhcm relapse. The\' know mstinctn-cJv that to set out on an adventure to 
reclaim chc sclr cross os a dillicull and 1hrca1cnon2 !ask. 1-amiliar 
ll'rritory is lefl hchrnd and the realm ol the Hllantllc unconscious rs 
.:ntcrctl. It rs populated wrth our darkest Jc;.Jr-~ and our 2.rcatcst 
potentials. The\ enter the Ucath rchrrth c..h narnh.:. I o n:l usc the tall 
strands the non~hcro m the wasteland of mauthcnllt'itv where !?rowth I'~ 
nol \'iablc. Kalher chan hccomin2 maslcr ol hos or her own deslim. lhc 
person remains a slave to the chemical or other pconlc's c_xflCctation~. 
They assume lhc role or a ,-iclim co he sa,·cd. 
On readin2 Joscnh! ";unphcll's discussO<'n ahoullhc refusal ol llw 
call. I was slruck hr a narticular cx:unnle he 2avc hccausc or a dmwon2 
a clienl produced in an art lhcmny 2rnun suhscqucm lo chis scud\. 
Unfortunately I do not ha\'c this ima!;!C. The ima2c w.:1s nl a rc2rcssi": 
womb·likc stale. The man dcniclcd himself in chc ccnlrc of a circle on 
lhc oulside of which he drew a number ollhin2s he would like lo hm <" 
and he able lo do in his life. This <llllcr circle was rc\'oh·inl! around lh<· 
inner one. he said. The nroblcm as he saw il \\'as I hal he could nnl find 
1.< 
1hc opcnin!-! into the mllcr eirclc. he IIC\'Cf seemed to he lookwg 111 the 
right Llircction at the rieht tunc. This man hccan dnnkinl! acoun shortlv 
after lcavifl!.! the unit. < ·amnhcll \\'rites. 
The liiCraturc of psychoanalysis abounds in examples of such 
Ucspcratc llxarions. \\'lml thcv represent is Hfl impotence to put oil 
the infamilc ceo. with ils sphere of emotional relationships wul 
ideals. One JS hound in In· lhe walls ol childhood: lhc lalhcr ami 
mother sti.lml as threshold ~uardians. and the timorous soul. 
fearful of some Jlllnishmelll. fails 10 make rhe Jlassa~c rhrou~h lhe 
door and come lo hinh in rhc world w ilhoul ii'J7.>. Jl. 621. 
( ·amJlhcll 2ives an example from a dream reponed 10 J un~ hv one 
of his patients where a snake draws a ma!-!ic circle about the dreamer. 
and he srands immohile wirhin ir. ( ·amflhcll descrihes lhis as a maeic 
circle drawn ahoul rhe pcrsonalilv hv rhe dm2on power olrhc lhalone 
parcnl. 
A I lhc lhrcshold of advclllure I he hero cncounrers I he shadow 
presence rhal 2uards rhe passa.2c. These words: unmctJiarch· hrine. ro nn-
mind lhc Snlir Self Jliclurcs so oflcn made hv rhc people in lhe an 
lhcrapy eroups. AI the hrink of chance these •maces 1!raph1calh· 
describe the dilemma of cofllinuin!! or rctrcaltn!!. Perhaps rhc."c pcopk 
arc cau2h1 hcrw ... ~cn '{car of rhc wasrclnnU and rhc promise of the 
Celestial ( ·irv and musl choose exacfl\· rhc riehr onomcnl lo srcr> hcrwecn 
rhc Pillars of Hercules a1 rhc cdec of !heir known world. This onm-e 
lakl'S heroic skill which lhe indil•idual ollcn needs help lo learn from an 
outside a2cncv such a"i a rhcmpist or counsellor. 
Y cl I he denial and lhc rcsisrancc ro I he call :ore ionnon:uu sleJlS on 
lhc journey of lhc hero. "Thcv demand an inner decision. In rhis con flier 
bcrwcen rhal which calls us and !hal which holds us. our view os dire<·rcd 
/.j 
inwards . ... lo make the journey our own. we have lo look Inwards 
and make a conscious decision" ( W icland. I 'Jli I . I'· I \1. ). 
When I'OLJ cross the threshold. vou arc rassin~ into the dark 
forest. takin!.! a nlun,gc into the sea. crnharkine upon the niuht sea 
journey. II involves passin2 throueh dashin~ rocks. narrow ~atcs. 
or the like. which represent yes and no. the pairs of opposites 
(()shorn. I!J!JI.r. 7!0 
Throu2h this charter I hal'e c.wlored the similarities shared hy a 
numhcr of models for chan2c and shown thcll thcv rna\' he considered 
\'crsions of the same process reshaped to suit cvolvine paradiems. The 
ori2inal ston· is that dcscrihcd h1 Joseph < ·amrhcll as the hcrorc iournev 
mvth. In terms ol rersonal symholism < 'hetwvnd c 19X2J writes. "the 
point of journc1 stories is tor the individual to idcntill with the quest 
and know that there real!\' is somcthin!! worth scarchin2 lor which can 
chanec and transform the c.\pcncncc ol In HH(' en. 2.\0). ( ·ampbcll 
hciJCvcs h1Sioriro1liV there has hccn a ,·cslcJ mtcrcslJJl pre\ cnlln!! people 
from break In!! out of their cocoons. ;\ ron"<cqucm:c of th1s sorial 
C\'olution has been the svstcmatic dc-m\'tholoeisine of \\'estern socictv 
lcal'in~ people 1\'tthout a hluc print ror rnuinduatrnn !hal is mailahk 
within the realm of common knowlcd~c. 
Models for counselling like the tr.tnstheoretical one proposed by 
Prochaska and DiClemente lit the contemn<>rar~· rationalistic world 
view. In so doin~. they o1·crlook the sri ritual and the mystical and 
perpetuate the cull of individualism. Hut there is a risinc current wilhin 
our societv that seeks a "return to the ~nthic" as llmhcrto t:co II!JX71 
calls it. wherchv the old nt\'tholo~ics arc hcin~ rcim·cstcd with n<mw 
and adapted for usc in the current age. The dilkrence hctwccn the 
translhcorcticaf model for change and the Tweh·c Sters prn2mmmcs. 
the '' niiiH!S ol .losl'ph ( 'amphdl and more lallcrh .lean '\lunoda Holen. 
1.\ nn V. Anllrcws. ( 'anll S. J,ciUStHl and Jean lltHJSitHJ arc I hat these 
others aucmPl to inl·nrporalc lhc rnclaphysical and place human hcJIH!"' 
within~~ lar2cr contc.\1. Those who emphasise the mvtholo!!JC:II promolc 
nur inhcrcnl cnnncclcdncss with each other and wrth the phvs1cal world. 
The nC,\1 section will locus on some Jmpiic:uums lor trcalmcnl 
lhat mu\' he inferred from the recurrent 1maecs m lhcrapcuuc art work. 
lncrcaS.Itll!! undcrstandine in thi"> area lav-; the ~rnumJ,,ork lor much on 
201n2 Ill\ cslJ!!ation. An outline for a scncs of 2roups .... truclurcd around 
the heroic rourncv molif and addrcssm!? "iomc nraemallc J"isuc<; rclalcd 
10 l"han2c such as self awareness. relapse trn!ecrs and eoal scttme wJIJ 
he offered. h is proposed lhal such a erour he run 10 olntunclion With 
an out paucnts proerammc lor n..·co' cnne chcmJcall\ dependent people. 
The arm nl lhc 2roup '' ltl mlrotllh.:C mlornm11on 111 an allcrnalc anJ 
c~ncncnual lashion and lhcrch' ~upporl ~111<..1 Jnlc!!ralc other aspcl:ts or 
1hc pros:mmmc. 
l 'ONCUJSIONS: 
SOME IMI'Lil'ATIONS t'OK TKEATMt:NT JIASt:U ON 
INSil;IITS (;AINED TIIKOI!lal AKT Tllt:KAI'Y 
II w:L< cslahl"hcd rn lhc lilcr.uurc siUd\' I hal wilhin I he conlcxl of 
the social lcarmne rhcorv lhc h~~l treatment outcomes arc achieved with 
chcm1callv dependent cllcms when rhc rrnst advantageous lit hctwccn 
the lrt.~:ltmcnt prn!;!rammc am.J the particular needs of the individual 
diem arc cSlahhshcd. 1-urlhcr. "ilhrn I he mmslhcorclical model of 
chan!.!c proposed h' Prochaska am.J D1Cicmcnlc trcatmenl is most 
ctlicacinus \\hen the rhcram:o;l JS ahlc to predict the sta!!'c of chan!!c the 
diem has reached. In th1s \\a\. 1ssucs arc Introduced as the client IS 
ready to acccpl OC\\ awareness and is rcadv lo learn new stratc.!!ics. 
It was with these hll.'tnrs 10 mmd thai I set our ro inn:stigatc 
whclflt•r or nnl there were cons1stcnt n:curnng themes 1n the mla!;!crv 
appearing in lhc art work nroduccd 1n the art thcranv !!rnuns I ran at 
lhe CDU. I felt !hal if lhis was the c:t'c !here were £rounds for linkin£ 
these lhcmes to the war the a rusts saw themsch·cs and the world and so 
10 lhc s1a2e of chan2c lhcv had reached. In lltrn. !his infornmlion would 
he useful in dccidim! how hcst to connect with the client and what 
strareeics 10 inlrcxlucc so thcv could continue to improve in strength 
and awareness. 
As I contin Jed to collccl ima2cs from the art therapy !!rouns. mv 
inilial lhoul!hL' abou1 reeurrcnl 1hemcs were supponcd. I became aware 
100. of an overall pauern formin2 as more ima2es aecumulalcd and as I 
listened lo more explanations from lhe anisls aboLJI !heir work. Wilh 
lhc larec prononion or road ima)!cry. I hc)!an lo lhink of IllY cliclllS 
makin~ some sort of JOtlnH..'\ a\ thl'\ worked lo\\ard rct·o\cf\ lrnrrl 
chemical dcpcnt.lcncy, As t.IJscusscd 111 pre\ wus sccllon\ ol thl'> paper. 
the clients included hil!hW:I\ s. cohhlcd street~. some cmpt\ ,orne lull nf 
hazards. for sornc the way was hlockctl for others tl was phun satltnl!. 
perhaps too smooth in some cast.·"· There were cross roads and stnn 
si.~ns. sometimes the lieht was shininc at the end nf the tunnel. l·or most 
lhc imagcrv reflected some notion of passim~ out of the darkness and 
in!O the shining sunlight. 
I expect I was intluenced too hy common idioms such as "the 
road to recovery". Hut nonetheless there were still many images that 
titted into this category. Nor was it JUSt the pictures thcmscl\cs. It was 
also the way the artists spoke ahout their work that added to my 
impression or an heroic journey. Hanng hecn an avid I an 0.1 claSSICal 
tireek and R.oman heros as a child and of science fictiOn as tccnagl.'f and 
young adult. I had a ready model at hand to descrihc the stones I \\as 
hearing in the art thempy groups. Indeed. as I continued to research the 
hero's journey as a model for transformation I hccamc com·onccd that it 
was an appropriate metaphor to dcscrihc my clients' experiences. 
Again I felt rewarded when I decided to compare a numher or 
different models or change to the heroic journey to sec it' they 
contained similar elements. I round the transtheorctical model or 
change, the Twelve Step programme. the hero's journey and Pearson's 
discussion of the need to integrate the six archetypes \\'C li\·e hy to ill' 
almost directly comparable. During my search I also came across Jean 
Houston's book 'fhe Hero and file Goddes., (I 'J'i2) in which she la\'s nut 
-
a plan for making an inner voyage or spiritual development through 
reworking the epic of the Odyssey story. 
l:ld~n \ •r,hup. an ;ullhcmpJ..;L ''"" ha ... \\OJh.nJ \\llh lht· 
dtl'JHIGJII~ dl'JWI1dl·nl "rues. 
rhc n;uurc of rhc.· nsual rrnagc 1s :m C'\lcno.;Jnn ol lhc an1s1 and ol 
"hal hl· or she 1s thrnk.ml! :md lcchn!.!. \\'harcvcr rhc\- <;ay ahnul 
- . .. .. 
thc1r dra\\ rngs 1s m a ,-cry real sense ._. dcsl·ripllnn nf how I hey 
pcrccl\l' rlwmschcs and lhc world II'J7X. p. I'll. 
Hc.~aring th1s m mmd and g1ven that the images reflect an aspect of an 
heroic journey hcing undena~en hy lhe anisl and rhar the myth rellecls 
human process. it is apparent that some inferences can he drawn from 
lhc images in conjunction with what lhc art 1st says odmut them. 
An understanding of I he mythic process 10 rclauon to the stages 
or change may a1d the therapist in Identifying \\here a client is on the 
.rourncy. This information may he useful in deciding. across a numhcr 
of models of change. what intcncnlHlll rs appropriate to cnahlc the 
clicnl to mo\·c on. As welL art therapy. as an adjuncti\'e Intervention. 
may offer an altcrn.ati\·c way of getting around the resistance and denial 
for which this clicnl group is so notorious. Alternati\'cly. it may he 
possible to assess whether or not the dicnt IS on the road to rccorcry or 
whether they arc stuck in lhc rc\'oh'ing door nf contemplation and 
relapse. 
To this end. I will look a1 some lhemes rhal recurred in the an 
work in terms of making some assessment of a clicnr's progress. Hy lhc 
same Ioken lhe information provided in the imagery may he helpful in 
offering the therapist and lhe diem a rneeling poinl using rhe mcraphors 
in the an work. In Prochaska and Di< 'lcmcnlc's ( IIJS(JJ rerrns rhis 
,,, 
\\tlUid he..· helpful 111 c~tahllsiHn!! grc;ttcr confluence hclwccn the dicnt'.:. 
posllton and the: inlcrvcnlton ollcrcd. 
The order I will approach the themes is not linked in any direct 
w:1y to stages of change. nor do I want to infer that there is any sense ol 
linear progression. Prochaska and J)i( 'lemente emphasise the dynamic 
nature of the change process. I hclievc each journey is individually 
unique and is unique too for the individual at different times in his or 
her life. Nor should it he inferred that each set of images stands 
separately from each of the others. It is my impression that there arc 
numerous interlinkings hetwccn the metaphors. 
To begin. I will look at those images which arc dominated by 
storms and blackness as these usually appear in the work of clients who 
arc most recently sohcr. As ( 'hctwynd I llJI-l2J dcscrihcs. blackness may 
he germinal. it may intimate a confusion <Jnd a lack of dclinition. 
Blackness can denote transition. death and rehirth. At this early stage 
of recovery there is the need for the client to come to trust in the 
promise of resurrection for there must first be a death before a rebirth. 
The client has to risk felling go the old Self and all that this implies. as 
well as the comfort and solace provided by the suhstancc. their life style 
and associates. The loss of these and the costs of substance use. 
possessions. friends. partners. self respect must he mourned. Perhaps 
the most appropriate intervention at this stage is support and 
encouragement and confirmation that the endeavour is worthwhile. In 
these images, there is usually some representation of a flash of 
illumination. It may be useful to usc this metaphor to work with the 
notion of hope be.yond the darkness. to clarify aims and usc these to 
help rebuild a new sense of self. 
rhl' Split ~elf llll;lf!l"'\ tll"l"llf qtuk fll"ljiiCII!I} ;!IJd '>l"l'lll It: llllpl~. 
1ilat lhl' anr:-.1 Js l·au~.ht on thl' bnnk ot nwhJll!.! a deU\Jon to nm.~ the 
. . 
thrcsht,fd hl\\";lfds mak111~ ch:tn_!!e. !\monp\1 till.., client group people 
often han· unrcalisricall) high cxpcetaliiHlS llf thcmscl\·cs and 
understand their achien•mcnts in terms of inslant \Ut:t:c'\S and ahjc<.:l 
failure. Atlhis stage there is a need to learn acceptance of their own 
limitations. Similarlr. it seems the\ arc not ahlc to tolerate the dark 
- ' 
side of their own personalities. In terms of ohjcct relations theory they 
cannot tolerate the tension between these opposites or the amhi,·alcnce 
towards their substanl'e. that is. wanting to usc and not usc at the same 
time. The\· cannot vet understand that there is somcthin2 bcvond a 
. ""' ..._ ""' 
snnple choice between dependency and independence. Art therapist Neil 
Springham ( 1992) writes." .... I hale found that patients tend to 
progress when they ahanUon their one s1dcd hate or lore of their drug 
nf choice and accept that they arc high!~. am hi\ aiL'nt towards 
abstinence" (p. 10). 
Perhaps in terms of the journey motif they may need to make the 
journt:y through the underworld. that is go into the darkness rather 
than lem'c it behind to live only in the light. They may be at a stage 
where they need to learn to face that which they arc trying to deny he it 
simply their own addictive behaviour. At this stage. it may be 
appropriate to work with this arnbintlcncc and in acknowledging it 
examine the pros and cons of substance usc. These images may also be 
representative of the client being split between what they want to dn 
and outside pressures on them to change. in which case it is important 
to establish what they want to do as rewvery is unlikely to be sustained 
unless the client makes the decision. 
;.:I 
11 StTilh In lilt' !hat lilt' un-..-..ro:ul rm:t~l''· an· aho IIHhl':tl!'.l' jJl 
t'lll'lllS hc1ng Ill\ lll\ l.'d 111 a tkL'J:-.hlll ma"rn~ pn>tT~~. IJ:n 111~ f,,und 
thl"mscl\ cs in till' dtltl\lfiralinn unil thl.') :rppt·ar to he pausin1-! in till' 
journr) and dCl·idm,g wlw.:h dirn:tion lo take. In a similm vein to I he 
Split Self imagt·~. I he) arc faced" ilh chc>it-c hut they h:J\ e more 
options. It ma) rndccd he Jpproprratc !hat they usc this time to lake 
stock of their situati"ms. \Vhcn all 1s said :Jnd dnnc. they arc cnjoyrn~ a 
drug free period in a safe cn,·ironmcnt with few of the pressures of 
their dm· to Jay li\'CS. The imll!!l' mm· indicatc that the work to he •. . .. . 
undertaken al this ~ilage is a weighing of options and an examination of 
the possihle routes to take. 
In terms of snnholm!\'. Chetwynd dcscrihcs the cross as hcin!! 
~ ..._ ~ . ..._ 
symholic of the death of the ego\\ hich is the necessary prcre4ui~llt' for 
rehirth into the Self'. The crnss :-.\ mholiscs human torment. He otlllines 
how human nature is torn bet\\ een pmaJisl.' and hell. bet\\ ecn gooJ anJ 
e\'il and is thus subjected to illlolerahk conflicts 11 hich threaten the 
individual's existence (p. X5J. 
Pearson describes how. in our society. the archetype of the 
martyr dominates most women's li\'cs. It m~ty he that the woman who 
places herself at the crossroads is depicting herself as the marl) r. 
Moving from this position is made more difficult because as Pearson 
writes, 11 for women in our culture. sacrifice has hccn accorded a ,·aJue 
in itself. It is not just sacrifice for someone or something. hut suiTcrin~ 
itself, especially for love. that is redemptive" (p. I 00). These 
crossroads arc often patrolled by traffic lights and the light may he 
amber perhaps depicting the notion of being "on hold". It may he that 
this imagery has quite different meanings for women than for men. ir 
till' i:-. the ease thl'll acl.'onlin~.!l) tht· lrL"almcnt ;spproarh IHII\1 diller. 
Pahaps ltlo thl' issue in these ca:-.es JJJdude:-. thl' not Jon ol lonJ\ ol 
control. ( )r. in terrns of the hnou.: jounll'!. thcsl' '' nrncn ma) he 
rcfusin~ the quest and arc clcrtin_!! to remain someone else's scrnmt. As 
(>shorn writes. this is one of the eonsequenLT\ nf rcfusin,!! the t:all to 
:uhcnturc (I l)l) I. p. 7X). 
In discussing !he Dionysian archclype. Bolen ( J9XlJJ refers lo lhe 
dismembered archelype. Of !his. she 11ri1es. ''!he Dionysian archelype 
predisposes a man (or woman) 10 !he possibilily of psychological 
dismcmhcrmcnt or crucifixion. caused h~ his inahilit) to reconcile 
powerful opposilcs wilhin (p. 26 I ). This !heme of dismemberment is 
echoed in lhe Splil Self images rncmioncd ahme and also inlhe group 
of images in which only !he head is dcpiclcd and occasionally !he head 
as separated from the body. In the !alter t\\ n c\amples. I belieYe the 
artists ma) be demonstrating their tcndenc) to usc intcllcctualisation as 
a defence and a cnnSClJllCill separation from affect. 
There nrc other images which imp!: some sense of progression. 
in lerms of 1he lranslheorctical model !hose cl icnls who produce lhcse 
images may ha\'c moved into the action phase of the cycle of change. In 
!his case ilwould be approprialc lo begin work wilh !he realily of 
change. Such clicnls may bcncfil from supporl lo keep going. and wilh 
some clarifiealion and cryslallisalion of !heir aims and ideals, along 
with some realistic goal selling. At this stage they arc building the new 
sense of self. padding oul !heir nolions of !he ideal. Encouragcmelll lo 
pursue strategies that reinforce this progress would be in order. these 
may include assertiveness training. adult lileracy. marriage/family 
counselling anylhing !hal will begin lo concrctise lhc change. As 
dcscnhl·d l'arlll.'f thl'SL' illla!!C:'\ olkn 111dmk road.., and :1 :cllmv •.un. II 
ma: he that when the sun stans to appear 111 the 1/IJ~I!!L'~ that 11 s1gn!l ie:, 
the hero is .'\cllill!! out on the journc). If there are monster'\ or '\ymhols 
of possihlc hitches along the w~y. it may he approprittte to amplify and 
work wilh 1hcse. In help lhc dielll lo idcnlify and lalk aboullhem. 
l.crin ( 19S7) discusses !he imporlance of !he dicnl being able In wlk 
about these things to Licfusc their potcnti~l to precipitah.: relapse. 
A sun oflen appears in those images I hare included under !he 
heading Island Paradise to describe !he clie111s' desire nol 10 Iackie lhe 
task. of change. There arc a numher of other escapist themes in this 
group. including images of going on a cruise. going fishing und lying in 
bed wilh walkman headphones on. The headphones rna) rcprescnl an 
unwillingness to listen or to participate in any activity which implies 
change. In these images there is an almostmasturhator) sense of 
plugging in anU tuning out. Hmn:n:r. it IS a natural human 
characteristic to desire to reject the real worlU and retreat to an idyllic 
place. 10 selllc in lhc land of lhc Lotus biers. For lhcsc people. who 
perhaps have no sense of the possihilil) nf ·csurrcction. the fear of 
annihilation may be more than they can hear. Pearson .suggests the 
orphan archetype which dominates this ~roup Jacks trust. the pilgrim 
rnusl have faith lo embark 011 I he journey. 
If. as lhcse images seem to suggesl. the clicnl is no! ready lo 
change a possihle course of action may he to give assurance. he non 
judgemcnlal or punitive and In reinforce 1ha1 a safe place 1o begin !he 
process is available when !hey arc ready. Anolhcr approach may 
involve asking the client whallhey hclie1'e will happen if !hey begin lo 
change. Will !hey die? Whal arc 1hc possihililics? In !his wnlc.\1 !he 
dicnl'~• fear ... ean hl· dealt ''it h. I.e\ rn·.,. theor) of addrl'lion ,.., ha~cd on 
tlu; notion that tiK·:-;c people ha,-c a fr-;t~tk scn~c of sell. II lolhm~ then 
lh:ll lhcy \\tHJid he particular!) afraid of ils disintegration. If in these 
cases coni~Jcl can he mairllaincd with the client ongoing counselling and 
support indudirt,!! perhaps the whole fiunily may at least create an 
environment for chan!!c in which trust c;m he built. 
In images where the goal is unclear or appears unallainablc it 
may be helpful to clarify goals or work towards constructing an image 
of what the client and his or her life can he like without the substance. 
Stuck ness recurs in a numhcr of guises. sometimes the road is 
impassable. or the client is up against some ohstm:lc. These images rna) 
gjve the client an opportunity to recognise his or her barriers to 
progress and to dcrise ways to O\'ercomc or bypass them. In these 
situations. group work. with others in \'arious stages of rccon:rj lllaj he 
a particularly useful way of working. !.earning hy c:\amplc from other 
pcople·s experience in a supporti1·e milcu is fundamental to the i\A 
model. It may be helpful too if the client can develop a sense of 
responsibility for the construction of the harrier on the presumption 
that if they made it they can unmake it. In this way. the client may he 
aided towards understantfin!! the idea of harinf! an internal locus of 
- -
control as opposed to being subject to forces outsiue him or herself. In 
most cases the client will experience internal pressures and external 
pressures to usc. Awareness of these pitf<tlls and the development of 
strategies to avoid them is preparation towards the prevention of 
relapse. 
Of course many writers believe that living the myth is healing in 
itself. This is the message behind the Alcoholics Anonymous philosophy 
of \\llfking the I\H"h'C stqh. l'rod1ask:1 and IJi( 'lcmcrllc \\'ntc. "'!rom a 
transthcnrctrral pcrspC:l:li\ t~. the thcrapcutrc rclatr,mslup. 
interpretations. and skill acquisition and utili1..ation arc all 
fundnmcnwlly importnm Ill producing change" tp. 24). Similarly. 
Joseph Campbell identified myths ns vital hlucprinls for human 
dc\'elnpmcrll and growth of which the heroic journey is one. like a map 
it offers orientation in times of change (Weiland. 1'191. p. 22). 
Campbell belic1·cd personal transformation is achieved through Jiving 
the myth. Other writers. umong them gestnlt therapist Paul Rchillot 
(1993) and philosopher. psychologist and cultural historian Jean 
Houston ( 19921 have taken up this theme. Jean Houston writes: 
myths serve as source patterns originating in the ground of our 
being ..... These primal pauerns unfold in our daily lives as 
culture. rnvthoJog\'. religion. art. architecture. dr:.mm. ritual. •. ~. ~ 
epic. social customs. and even mental disorders ( p. 7). 
Houston proposes a method of undertaking pcrsonul growth and 
change through experiencing a mythic journey. In her hook 1/1e Nero 
and the Godden she describes a series of tasks the render may perform 
which metaphorically retmcc the archctypul journey of Odysseus. 
Houston outlines why the story of Odysseus as the first modern mun is 
most uppropriale. She describes how Odysseus' journey and its many 
le1·els of reality call forth the potential of man Ill sec everything. to dll 
everything and understand everything in ways that have embodied the 
principal models, or paradigms, of challenge. response. and growth in 
the Western imagination (p. 31!). In the following section. I propllsc a 
series of groups based on Houston's plan hut aduptcd Ill suit the specific 
needs of substance users in a treatment programme. 
Ol'TUNE FOH A (;HOI!!' IIASEIJ ON TilE IIEHO'S 
.JOUHNE\' 
J~an Houston ( Jl)<JJ). who has worked with Joseph Camphell and 
is a ronsuhant on human am.l cullural dc\·clopmcnl. proposes a series of 
groups has..:d on the rnyrhologicaljnurncy of Odysseus as dcscrihcd hy 
Homer. Her honk. 11t<' lkm and rh,· liodcl:-\\. has hcen an in\'aluahle 
rcsourc\." in the development of the following outline. 
Many writ~rs and th~nrists ha,·e discussed the capacit) of images 
to rcn~al unconscious processes. Based on the prorcn cfficac) of art 
therapy as an inlcn·cmion with this diem population and on the 
L'omparatirc ohscn·~Jtions I hm·c made of a nurnhcr of models of change 
I hclic\'c a group programme integrating 1hcsc clcmcms could he a 
useful aUjurll'l to a holistic n~c1n-cr) progr..m1mc. A~ I h<n c Uiscusscd. I 
found a rcmarkahlc sirnil~tril\ hctwccn the models I im cstit!atcU. the 
. -
tr:mstheoretical model. AA 's Twch·c Steps. the heroic Jnurne) myth. 
Pearson's exploration of archetypes and Houston's analysis of Homer's 
Oi~l'.\'.\"l!_\" in relation lO personal growth. These observations were 
supported hy Campbell's thesis that the blue prints of human experience 
arc couchcc.J in terms which arc commensurate with pn.:\·ailing social 
paradigms. 
I could sec how the comprehensive model of change could he 
understood as a way of describing the process of change and integration 
in terms relevant to a secular and scientifically oriented society. 
Similarly the AA model represents an aucmpt in a secular and 
rampanlly individualistic society to allow the members to reassess their 
existence in a hroader frame of reference spiritually and behaviourally. 
~-ludcls suL"h as Pearson·, 1 ICJX'Jt rcfln·t attcrnph to rcm)thulo~u-.c 
human c\pl·ricm.·c 111 a soc..·tcl) wluch ( ·amphcll dcscnhcs ~•s ha\'lng hccn 
S)Stcmaticall) slnppcd of its myths O\'cr the last li,-c hundred year\. 
Each mndcl prn1x,scs a process of !!row in!! self awnrcncss and sense of 
self responsibility through a series of tasks and learnings which c~m he 
compared [0 lhc trials and lcsls or the mythic heros. 
Campbell believed that the systematic dcmythologising of western 
socicl\' has contrihuted l<llhe discontent of its memhers and !hal the kev 
. . 
to a society's rcco\'cry is in its members reconstructing and living their 
own myths. As discussed earlier myths shcm !hal the journey of 
growth. or realising one's potenlial is possible. thai others have 
undertaken it. This notion along with the prm en efficacy of an therapy 
with recovering addicts and my discovery or the similarity between 
eon temporary moUe Is of change and rnytholog) lead me to helien.: that 
a series of groups during whit:h members can construct their own myth 
would be a useful way or integrating the various experiences and 
learnings to which they arc exposed Juring a recovery programme 
based on social learning theory. 
l'opulalion 
Male and female adult suhstanee ahuscrs who arc engaged in an 
oulpalienls recovery programme of approximately three months 
duration. The group would be appropriate for those who arc dependem 
on alcohol and prescription and illicit drugs including bcnzodiazcpincs 
(tranquillisers). opiates. and slimulanls. 
Sc:uin~ 
This group would he sUI Ia hie for usc IIJ an) ~ollle\t where the 
lrc:umcrll :1pproac:h i.s essentially hascd on the: soc.:tallcarning rnoc.Jcl of 
;tddiction. ahhouJ!h it may he possihlc ll> adapt the ide" 10 lit other 
mndcl.s. The model assumes thai an indh·idual's pattern of suhsl:Jncc usc 
is prohahly rel:lled to numerous sociological. physiological. and 
psychological factors. Therefore. it follows that trc;~tmcnt techniques 
should be derived from the current problems of the addicl. not from a 
panieular theoretical frame of reference. This open ;~pproach ;~llows 
for the imroduction of a ,·aricty of therapeutic techniques. 
Objccti\'es 
To facilitale the de\'elopmenl of an awareness. in the indi\'idual. 
of paucrns of behaviour which rcsuh in substance abuse. ro help the 
group members learn lo respond to life situations in new w:.tys and 
develop coping strategies alternate to subst:.mcc abuse. To Uc\·cJop an 
awareness, in the individual. uf their ability to crcalc change in their 
own lives. Ideally these groups will supporl and rellect work done in 
other areas of the out p:llicnl programme and in so doing will serve 10 
integrate the cliems experience. 
Style of Group 
The programme is based on a series of ten sessions of two hours 
each held once a week for about twelve members. The primary 
approach for the groups is art therapy; however. other techniques will 
be introduced as necessary. The underlying theme is the hero's journey. 
Group members will be introduced to the concept of the transformation 
myth and will develop a personal quest which they will pursue through 
the groups. Themes arc set for each session which will present 
p~Jrtit·ular ,,hsl~h:ks or ch:JIIcngc~. I he theme:-. arc dc•,f£!11Cd '-" lh:tt 
p;lrliCipanls can c\pltJrl· a numhcr of here amlrum l'>~ucs. I hc~c 
indudt~: • till' notion of dum:c and self rcspons1h1llty 
• chnmit..· hch:n tour paucrns 
• awareness of personal slrcn~lhs and \\l"akncssc~ 
• t..•ontacting inner wisdom 
• rhc realities of substance abuse 
• rigid and limiting attitudes 
• addiction and self talk 
• triggers for relapse 
• goal selling 
The content of each group should consist of group discussion 
around the themes and indh·idual issues. each stage of the JOUrnc! to he 
c:\plorcJ \·isually through art work and follm\cd h~ discussion of the 
work produced. Participants an.· introJuccd lO the notion or JOUrnal 
work and should ha\'c a record of their own hcrou.: journe) at the end 
of the programme. Ideally. because of the need to introduce the idea of 
the myth as a metaphor. the group would be closed. Howe\ cr. this 
client group has a notoriously high drop out rate so arrangements may 
need to be made to take people in as time goes on gh,ing it a 'slcl\\ · 
open' character. 
The Needs of this Population 
• to gain in awareness. identification and acceptance of feelings 
• to develop an idea of what to change 
• to learn how to go about it 
• to Jearn new W:.l)'S of doino and beinu 
" " 
• to acknowledge and honour the self 
'" 
I hl" l:fftt.:~lf..-\ ol ( irnup~ lor tlw .. l'opulalulll 
I he prc't\:'':up)tl1~ nllln.·rn ol addKb who move IIllO recovery 
can he: summ:urscd as personal chan~c. thctr frontiers lie in the area of 
mo,·mg bc)t>Od lhcir own hmllmg hch.:n·iours and ~1ttitudcs. The group 
t"f itsdf is :1 powerful curath·c force hccausc it alleviates feelings of 
isul:nion and dcmor~lis:uion to which substance misuscrs often fall prey 
especially during anempls al recovery. In addilion as Philip J. Horcs 
lllJSll) says. "il is imponanllo no1c ... lhallhc chemically dcpcndcnl 
indi' idual responds more famurahly lo groups hccausc lhc cui !Ural and 
stXictal forces\\ hich contnhutc to addiction can be used in turn by the 
group lo heal and !real lhe ,·cry dclicils il has created (p. 3). Group 
ps)chmhcr.lp). because it provides a forum for interaction and 
experimcmation on an imcrpcrsonal Incl. offers this population a 
number of at..h·amagcs. 
!-'or namplc: 
• peer ~uppnrt 1hrough the process of change 
• peer pressure to remain sober and stick with the task 
• normalisalion of !heir experience (they arc nol alone) 
• learning an undcrstamJing of their attztudcs about 
addiction and their defences against gi\·ing up alcohol and drugs 
hy confronting simihu altitudes ~tnt! tlcrcnccs in others 
• brainstorming new approaches. 
• sharing and identification with others \\'ho arc going 
lhrough similar problems 
• a chance to experience meaningful anti emotional 
interaction 
• learning to communicate needs and feelings more directly 
• the dcvclopmem of a greater awareness of how their own 
behaviour and alliiUdcs comributes lo their diflicullics. 
( :ontlitions of Participation 
\Vhilc every group member should he e.xpcclct.J to make a 
commitment to sobriety. it must he acknowledged that relapse is oflcn 
part of the rcco\'cry process. On this basis intoxication would exclude a 
person from a particular session hut not from the progmrnmc. Any 
relapses must be acknowledged in the group and discussed as hitches in 
the journey. As diversity can only enrich the group experience ideally 
the members will range in age and experience and there will he a fair 
distribution of men and women. 
Preselection Interview 
There arc a number of reasons for holding preselection 
interviews with each potential group participant. These include 
assessment of their suitability and their moti\ ation and to establish some 
connection between the cliclll <.tlld the ~roup facilitator. \Vith tf11:' 
population it may he necessar: to make sure their IJtcrac~ skjJI, arc 
adequate and if not to organise some other'' ay of dealing with thl' 
aspects of the programme that require reading and writing. for instance 
tape recordings. The interview proddcs an opportunity for the client In 
ask questions and for the facilitator to explain the expectations and 
rationale of the group. At this time thl· dicnt can be gh·cn astor: to 
read and a chance to ask any questions about it. This story will he 
brought to all the groups. 
The Stories 
There should he a number of short stories to choose from th:u 
are based on the transformation theme and which lit the hemic journey 
model. The various stories should emphasise a number of dements of 
the heroic journey so that there will be two or three per session which 
charactcrisl· the theme for that \H'ck. The sturics shouiU include a 
sclcctJon from classical to contcmpor.uy. including some from films 
.and tck\'ision. mvths. fairv slorics and the stories of chcmicallv 
- - -
depcndem people in recovery. A good range of s1ories will help lo 
demonslrale lhe lransferahilily of lhc old lhemcs lo lhc conlcmporary 
COillC\.1. 
Time and Numbers 
'J2 
The duralion of each group and 1he numbers arc diclalcd lo an 
c.\lcnl by 1he chosen slyle of arllherapy. Two hours or 1hrce hours will 
be required lo include a warm up period. 1wo or lhrce aclivilies 
including drawing. painting or making things. sharing the experience 
and gi,·ing feedback. II will he necessary 10 lake imo accounl lhe 
participants Jerel of experience in group work and their ability to 
\\ ithstand the intcnsitr of the "·ork. 
Because one of the ohjccti\-cS of the group is to integrate the 
panicipams experiences in a muhiface!ed programme holding 1he 
group weekly would be appropria1e. Once a week is oflcn enough 10 
maimain continuity from one session to another while providing 
enough time to pm.ctice new stn.ttcgics in 'real lifl'' situations and report 
the experience hack lO the group. :\ ten or twelve week progmmmc 
goes some way lo providing lhc supporl lhal is vilal for those in early 
rcco\·cry. 
I ha\'e suggested around twelve members. howc\'er considering 
the high aurition mle with lhis client group. it may be necessary to starl 
with about sixteen. In suggesting this number I am mindful of the space 
required to allow everyone to get involved in art work and the time 
needed to allow C\'Cf)'<>ne to make and talk aboutlheir work. I believe 
this number will be sufficient to provide some di\'crsity of experience 
and to allow members snmc relief from the spotlight. 
OUTUNE OF St;SSION CONTENT 
Journal Work 
Journal work will he part of the group and ideally the work done 
in group time will be supplemented in between groups by the 
participants so that at the end of the time each group member will have 
an illustrated chronicle of their journey. 
Session 1: This session will be essential!\' educational. The aim is to 
~ 
demonstrate the usc of metaphor and the similarity of themes running 
through a number of different stories. Acknowledging the need for 
change. 
• lntroUuctions. 
• Development ant.! discussion nr ground rules. 
• \Varm up. a discussion of expectations. 
• Sharing some of the stories. 
• Talkino about hero's we idcntil\ with from films. stories etc. e ~ 
seeing the journey as a posili\'c opportunity for growth. 
• Acknowlcde.im! the call to advcrllure and answcrine. the 
~ ~ . 
call with a drawing which deals with an issue the individual 
wants to address in relation to their substance usc. 
Session 2: This session will provide an opportunity for the group to 
look at their arrival at this point in terms of a series of choices and 
chronic behaviours (Houston. 1992. p.X9). It will be necessary during 
this and subsequent meetings to have some brief discussion around the 
issues and ~i\'C examples so c\'crynnc gets the idea and can start to 
understand notions of nwning their choices ;wd hch~tviour. 
• \Varrn up by looking at how the!"C things affcctct/thc 
characters in the original stories. 
• Establish a critical choice (blunder) that lead you to 
where you arc now. about to embark on an heroic quest. 
• Begin with this incident create an illustrated map of 
subse4ucnt choices leading along the path to the present. 
• Identify· a recurrent blunder. hehariour or response and 
illustrate a number of consequences of this behaviour. 
• To a partner. tell the story of this part of your life as if 
it was the beginning of an heroic talc. 
• Write the story in your journal. 
(j.j 
• Share the stories in the group. 
The last two activities arc designed to help the partic"rpants get the itJca 
of writing their own story 111 tlu:ir journals. 
Session 3: The hero and the 4uest. The aim is to explore the hero's 
characteristics and identifying some of his or her strengths and 
weaknesses. In this session the scene will be set and some idea of an 
appropriate 4uest. destination or goal will be del'eloped. 
• Warm up by looking m the hero's in the stories as they set 
out on their journeys then at their goals. 
• Draw yourself as the hero. considers assets and liabilities these 
might appear as weapons and defences. sort spots etc. 
Consider the context and era in which the hero is set. This 
will provide an opportunity to talk about the characteristics of 
other times and places. What is attractive/unattractive about 
them. 
• Discussion in groups of.) or -.I. 
• Dis(ussion in large group ahout when and how assets can 
hceornc liahilitic'i and \·icc versa. 
• Discussion about where the hero might he going. 
• Create an image of this place. 
• Brief sharing. of images to close. 
Ideas to be written up in journals after the group. 
Session 4: The aim is to contact and establish the identity of the hero's 
supernatural aid. friend in court. inner wisdom. or entelechy as Jean 
Houston describes it (p.621. Then to embark on the journey. 
• Warm up by looking at other guides or characters in the 
stories. 
• Guided meditation to discover the hero's innate wisdom or 
spirit guide 
• Draw this character amJ 1dentify some nf his or her attributes. 
\Vhal is the new founJ strength they bring. ( iivc them a name. 
• Talk about this in the large group. 
• Draw yourself setting oll on the journey. \Vho and what do 
you have with you'! \Vhat docs the country you arc setting out 
from look like'1 
• Talk about this in the group . 
Session 5: The aim is to examine the reality of using chemicals. Ill 
look at its attractions anti the consequences of not changing. 
• Warm up looking at places in the stories where the heros' 
progress is interrupted or where they get stuck along the "'"!. 
• Guided meditation to the land of the Lotus Eaters (Houston. 
p.J03), from the Odvssev. ending with being called back t•• 
the I ask hy tra\'clling companions f rcconll:d \'oices ol thc 
panicipanls and the group leader made previously). 
• tiroups of three telling each other in turn about thcatlractions 
while the other two. playing the parts of the hero's travelling 
companions. feed hack the reality of continued usc. Art work 
in which the pros and cons of using arc weighed up and losses 
entailed as a conscyucncc of substance usc arc acknowledged. 
• Group discussion . 
• A drawing about being hack on the road again with 
compamons. 
Session 6: The aim is to look at rigid attitudes that inhibit 
del'elopmcnt and limit the hero's l'icw of the world and keep him or 
her in the dark. The belly of the whale (or the dark generative space) is 
where new cncrl!\. is created out nf disinlc.:gration/di~cstion. \Vhat 
~- .,_ ..._ 
would happen if he or she thought or bchal'ed JiiTercntly'! What stops 
him or her from char1!.!ing'! (_ 'rossim~ a threshold into new wavs of 
..._..._ ,__ . 
thinking. 
• Warm up. the group leader will read the story of Odysseus's 
encounter with the Cyclops followed by a discussion of the 
original stories (Houston. p. 106) 
• Groups of three discuss rigid atlillu.Jcs trying to be honest and 
objective and challenging each other. 
• Uroup discussion listing attitudes and discussing conscyucnces. 
Talk aboat how these arc often learnt in early childhood or 
picked up through life without any logical reason li>r doing 
so. They may be diflicult to shake off. 
• Klnesiohl~)' c.\l'rciscs to repair the channels hetwee!l riglll 
brain :md left brain thinking to increase capacity for creative 
thinking. 
• Cii\'c these altitudes that limit the hero's action a character or 
~~ form.Thc hero needs certain attrihutcs or tools to overcome 
il. Do a dmwing about the solution (explore new solutions to 
old siwations). 
• Sharing the dmwings and talking about what is needed to 
o\'crcomc the characters. 
Session 7: Addiction as a charucter in the story. Dealing with the 
archetype of the adversary. The aim is to objectify addictive behaviour 
and in giving it a persona gain some understanding of how the 
individual interacts with it. what it says to the hero and how the hero 
responds. The session is about becoming aware of self-talk. 
• \Varm up. the group leader will read a storr illustrating how 
self talk can inlluence people. 
• !'oil ow the warm up by a discussion about how people arc 
• affected by self talk. 
• Make two masks. one to represent the hero and one to 
represent the addiction character. 
• Working in groups of .1 or 4. speak first as your addiction and 
• then as the hero from behind the masks. The other members 
of the sub-group help the hero develop verbal strategies to 
outwit or counter the addiction character using their hero 
masks. 
• flased on the character of the addiction and the strategies 
explored in the previous activity develop some ideas of the 
ddcnccs and \\'L':tpons the l1cro can usc a!!ainst the character. 
i\·lakc a drawing of the hero with these things. 
• Discussion of the activities and discoveries in the larger 
group. 
Session 8: The aim is to look at external triggers for relapse. To 
explore how facwrs outside the individual can ini"Juence the individual 
to cominue or resume using chemicals.These may be friends, family, 
dealers. societal messages etc. (Based on Houston's group activity p. 
214). 
• Warm up by talking about the original stories. 
• Work in groups of three and Lake it in turns to be the hero in 
the middle. the people on each side hold on to the hero's arms 
and simullaneously speak seductively in his or her ears.They 
should memion as many reasons as they can think of as to why 
it is alright to usc and circumstances unUcr which it may he 
justifiable. 
• l<cgroup for a hricf discussion about this experience. 
• Roll plays in the large group about dealing with these 
influences. Members will be encouraged to speak as the alter-
egos of the seducers and the guides :.lJHJ travelling companions 
or the heros. 
• Introduce the idea of travelling a narrow road between the 
internal influence of the addiction and external pressures from 
other people and life events introducing the next activity. Do a 
dmwing. painting etc. about this experience on the journey. 
• Discussion about what it is like to have to mnlend with these 
forces. 
St•ssiun 9: Thr homeward journey. The aim of this session is to 
l'Xplorc ,goal sclllll~ and to work witll some real ideals. 
• Warm up with a dist:ussion ahout what may he involved in 
reaching destinations and achieving goals. 
• Discuss what orcvents oconlc from t:hanging an~ reaching 
their potential. Ask 4 or :i participants in turn to suggest an 
ambition and hal'c others call out reasons why they cannot 
achieve it. Identify these reasons as mental shackles and 
negative messages. Discuss where these might have come 
from. 
• Work in pairs and discuss your hero in li1·e years time. what 
friends and associates will he or she have. what will his or her 
family life be like. how fit and what sports docs he or she play 
be. how docs I1e or she stand spiritually. morally and 
ethical/\'. what sort of ioh docs he or she hal'c. what is his or 
. -
her financial state. what has he or she learnt. what has he or 
she read? Identify an achievement in each of these areas and 
write it in your journal. Make them measurable. being sober 
for a length of time. having a joh. money in the bank. 
• For the rest of the Qroun the oarticioants work together on 
planning u hero1s homeward journey as an exercise in goal 
setting. The facilitator should direct the discussion and 
summarise the process on a board. 
I. Identify what home is like for the hero lthe goals). This is 
about establishing a sense of direction. Ciroup members 
contribute some of their own ambitions. 
2. Prioritise these goals I although they arc different for different 
oeoole the imnortant nart here is eoin" throueh the 
. . . . ~ - -
orocessl. List them easiest to touehest and in order of desire. 
. -
• 
3. ( ·onw up with some reasons Wh) the hero IS not there no\\ 
ami some tlungs he or sh.: has to do now to get there. This is 
about the importance or small increments. 
-1. (io through the process of breaking big goals down into 
smaller ones. for example money in the hank requires a joh 
requires training etc. Makinf! mountains into mole hills. 
5. Discuss what the price may be of achieving some of these 
goals. arc they worth it. 
!I)( I 
6. Talk about the importance of mental rehearsal and 
programming in "I can do it" messages rather than "I can't do 
it" messages and of cn\'isaging the goals at:hie\'cd. 
Finish with a group portrait of the hero with all his or her 
ambitions achieved (these may be represented symbolically). 
Session 10: The last session will he dc\otcd to sharing the heroic 
journeys of each of the participants. Participants will he im·itcd to 
hring contributions of their fa\'ouritc foods for a celebration fCi1Sl IO 
accompany the story telling. 
• 
• 
• 
Warm up with a story told by the group leader 
Participants take it in turn to recount a synopsis of their story or 
dcscrihc some particularly heroic exploits. 
rarcwcll and send oJT for the next leg of the .JOUrney . 
Ill! 
SUC;ca;STIONS FOR FIJRTIIJ•;R RESEARCH 
For me the first step in the ongoing investigation of these ideas is 
to run the group. observe its effectiveness. and modify and refine the 
activities. It may be useful also to run the group in a number of 
different settings and compare the images produced and compare the 
outcomes for individual clients through follow up interviews. However. 
each of the implications for treatment mentioned previously proposes a 
possibility for future study in which the relationship between visual 
representations and stages of change could be investigated further. 
Bolen ( 1985) and Pearson ( 1989) both suggest women's lives and 
growth arc governed by specific archetypes that differ in some ways 
form those that arc central to the I ives of men. Some researchers. such 
as Nan van den Bergh ( 1991 ). would distinguish between how the 
addicti\'c process operates in men and women. She suggests it is not 
appropriate to approach treatment of aJdictivc hcha,·iour in women 
from the same premises as is appropriate for men. It would be 
interesting to conduct an an therapy study to establish whether in fact 
there is a difference in the type and freyuency of themes appearing in 
the art work of male and female substance users. 
It may be worth while establishing whether the manifestation of 
imagery related to the hero's journey as a model for change is distinctly 
different for this client group than for others. 1-'urthcr to this. it may be 
that the journey motif is more crucial for this population than for 
others. Indeed. it may be appropriate to investigate what mythological 
role the therapist plays in his or her client's journey. 
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As is the case \\'ith most studies. replic~tion or thest: ohst:f\'ation-.;. 
thereby increasing the sample sit.t:. would he ust:ful in substantiating the 
ideas outlined in this paper. In addition. it may he relevant to note 
whether similar themes appear in the art work of similar groups 
around Australia and overseas. It may he that the journey theme in the 
context of substance misuse is culturally specific. Perhaps other 
archetypes and metaphors arc dominant in other cultures. With more 
work in the practical application of the implications for treatment using 
art therapy it may be possible to de1·elop art therapy techniques to 
explore ways of moving through particular stages. By way of example. 
the usc of masks to explore and work with the motif of Split Selves may 
be a possibility. 
Another approach to further study. based on this idea. may he to 
inrcstigatc the appt:arancc of journey motifs among Uiffcrt:nt client 
groups. perhaps through the collaboration of a number of ~rt 
therapists. In this way the study could he expanded and a number of 
populations compared. It may he useful to amplify the study by means 
of an exploration of the literature and imagery related 10 fairy tales. 
folk law and other mythological themes. 
I "'"'''' it rn•a•' l..e nn~·cr"hle '<' SC' Up ·•n l.ll"C"II."all.<ln 1.11 "''lr···l] 'llC ~ ... UJ• .. ....... J {; I'V•>•' 01 • I • • U o .. ~ f 0 .... 
therapeutic value of working with theme~. such as those ohsen'cd in 
this study. can be assessed. These suggestions arc by no means 
exhaustive and I hope that the ideas explored in this study will lay the 
seeds for many future investigations. 
AI'I'ENIHX I 
Release of Information 
I gi\'c permission for the art work andlor case notes produced in 
art therapy sessions I have taken part in at the Central Drug Unit 
to he used for research purposes in conjunction with the Masters 
in Art Therapy programme at Edith Cowan l;ni\'ersity. 
I understand that 111) anonymity and confidentiality "ill he 
pre sen ed. 
Signature 
Date ................................ . 
UwRt'i 
)'our Rd 
lnqlmlt''> 
CENTRAl DRUG UNIT 
'.1 •• · •••••. , •• 
,',. ,:, . ' .. :·.,· ... 
Ms Amanda Hasenkam 
Central Drug Unit 
32 Moore Street 
EAST PERTH IVA 6004 
Dear Amanda 
AI'I'ENDJX 2 
Your request to use the client's art work collected during art therapy 
sessions conducted here at the Central Drug Unit for research has been 
considered. It is understood that this research is to benefit the field 
of art therapy in terms of theory and practice and give you full 
permission to use the art work for your thesis. 
The art work is considered to be clinical material produced in the normal 
course of the unit's treatment programme. As such it is within the 
jurisdiction of the Authority to give consent for the use of this data for 
research. 
The clients concerned have already given perm1ss1on for the use of this 
material for research purposes on the understanding that their 
confidentiality and anonymity are preserved. 
We support this investigation based on the art work produced by clients 
participating in our programme in the belief that it will contribute to 
II>! 
• 
MJJ Jill Jl I', I Jl<l II, 
NJIIIIJIIIII 
the body of knowledge related to art therapy and addiction. We would be 
interested in receiving a copy of the findings on their completion. 
Yours sincerely 
GARY MAGEE 
CO-ORDINATOR 
RESIDENTIAL SERVICES 
23 September 1993 
CDU/LETTER:23993GM:vln 
AI'I'ENIHX .1 
I'LAN FOR GROUI' FROM WHICH TIU: ART WORK 
wAS cm.u:cn:u 
Aim The aim of the group was to have the group members focus on 
their feelings. 
Rational As this client group often has trouble accessing their feelings 
and indeed often use substances to medicate against intolerable feelings 
it may be that using drawing and art materials may be a less direct and 
less threatening way of approaching emotions. 
Ground Rules 
• Explanation about Art Therapy and about how it 
is not about how well you can dn.t\\' hut ahout 
using pictures instcud of words. 
• Explanation about why I would like to keep the 
art work for my study and for educ"tional 
purposes and about the Release of Information 
form. 
• Conlidentiality to the unit 
• No judgemental comments about other people's 
process or art work. 
• Members to share in the discussion to the extent 
they feel comfortable and explain why sharing is 
useful. 
E.\planation of thr (iroup Acti\'itics 
• \V:.1rm up for five minutes to get the mcmhcrs 
intcracling ami used to the idea of using art 
materials. Something fun. 
• Drawing how you feel for 20 minutes. 
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• Group discussion for approximately 30 minutes. 
Description of Main Activity This activity is about how you feel. I 
would like you to do a drawing about how you feel today, here and 
now in the detox unit. It docs not have to look like you, you might want 
to use lines and colours to describe how you feel. or pallerns. or stick 
ligures. Remember this is not about how well you can draw but about 
describing how you feel. You have 20 minutes for drawing then we 
will have time to talk about the drawings. If you finish early please sit 
quietly with your drawing and wait until others have finished. I will let 
you know when you have five minutes to go and again at two minutes. 
Please ask if anything I have said is not clear. 
Conclusion All group members were in\'itcd to talk about their images 
but it was not mandatory. Usually they took turns as they were ready. 
At the close of the group the members were asked if there was anything 
they wanted to say before we tinished. They were told that if there was 
anything they wanted to talk about and did not feel comfortable saying 
to the group they could see me alier the group. or their counsellor. or 
any member of staff. At the end I thanked them for their contribution 
and handed out Release of Information 1-'orms and collected the art 
work. 
Art Materials 
lfl7 
•( ·ontinuous ~:ornputcr paper 
•A2 sheets of drawing paper in grey. white. black. 
and pink. 
•Oil pastels 
•Coloured fell pens 
•Coloured pencils 
•Acrylic paints 
•Charcoal 
•Scissors 
•Glue 
•Plasticine 
JOH 
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